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CHAPTiR I

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND or CURTAILUENT POLICY OF LOUISVILLI
AND JEJ'FIRSON COUNTY HEALTH DIPART.UENT AND METHODOLOGY
OF A STUDY OF PREMATURELY AND ROUTINELY DISCHARGED
PATIENTS ROll LOUISVILLE GroomAL HOSPITAL IN 1946
In July 1946 the Board of Health of Louilville and Jefferlon

County, Kentucky, announced its decision to curtail services of the public health department serving the metropolitan area sUlToundiug and ineluding Louisville, and the outlying agricultural region in the rural

f

",

part of Jefferson County.

In the past decade the combined health de-

partment for Louisville and for Jefferson County had accomplished much
for the health needs of the citizens of the community.

The close asso-

ciation, as a teaching hospital, with the University of Louisville Medical School, had helped General Hospital, the former llW'licipal hospital
known as City Hospital,l to become a good general hospital with fairly
adequate ward and clinic facilities.
Therefore, it was with regret that the Health Board decided to
curtail service Just when it was most needed, as returning servicemen,
and new family groups; industrial workers attracted by new industry

",

lLouise Myers, "A History of the Louisville City Hospital." (unpublished Kaster's thesis, DepartmeDt of History, University of Louisville, 1940. )

2.

.,

locating in Louisville and the surrounding county J aDd families attracted
by the expansion of buainess in the growiDg metropolitan area, ude

Louisville an increasingly taportant city in the nation.
After curtailaent had been announced as a definite policy of the
administration of the entire health department, and five wards at General Hospital had been closed, as a part of this plan, there developed
another important practice.

This was the practice of discharging pa-

tients prematurely, or before the doctor or resident in charge ot the
ward had indicated they should be ready to leave the hospital.

Premature

discharge had to be adopted for reasollS which will be developed later in
the study, but it had certain implications tor the staff and for the patients who were so discharged.

The effects on hospital administration

and on a sample group of patients will be considered.

r

"

Pr.-ature discharge developed as a definite policy ot the medical
statf ud of the hospital administration, so as to make the hospital's
facilities stretch as far as possible under drastic curtailment of space
aDd service.

As a policy it has never been accepted as correct by the

administration, the Health Board, or the medical and nursing staff.

The

reality of the. situation in the hospital made this, or some other drastio
.easures necessary, if the administration of the hospital was to accomplish the degree of curtailment and still keep up reasouble coverage of
the acutely ill population and maintain nearly-adequate standards of .edical care.

.,,.

A study was made of the patients discharged prematurely since the
curtailment plan went into full effect in July 1946.

The facts pertaining

3

, ...

-----------------------------------------------------~--~

to this saRple group were cOmpared with those ot a control group of patienta routinely di.charged duriJ1g the SaRe period.

The purposes were to

discover Just what had happened to patients who were prematurely discharged, to what extent their medical care was completed through clinic
care or by readmissiou.

The other purpose ot the study was to discover

and analyze, insofar as possible atter a period ot nine or ten mouths ot
curtailment and premature discharging, what the results had been to the
patients at General H08pital.

!'or t)lese purposes material trCID General

H08pital records were made aTailable by the hospital administration and
medical statt.· It was possible to compare SOBle items in the care and reaul.ts ot medical care between the study group ot prematurely discharged
patients and the control group ot routinely discharged

pati.Dts~

In the control group it was not possible to Tisit the patieDts,

..

,

but their medical records were studied.

The study group ot prematurely

discharged patients were studied more thoroughly through their medical
records, interTien with them, and a.e discussion with their doctors at
General Hospital, it the situation was a peculiarly ditficult one to
treat medically.

From this group ot patients much material was obtained

on the meaning of illness, but is not included in the presentation ot the
study material because it does not bear directly on the problem ot curta1lment or pr...ture discharge.
Case selection was made by taking the first one hundred names
listed in the ward books on surgery, both white and colored, male and

...

temale wards.

These records were all marked "premature discharge" by the

doctors when the patients lett the hoe pital in July or Ausust 1946.

R

n~1

4

..

was decided to stucly oaly surgical patients because tew.edical patieut.

were discharged prematurely, and very few pediatric cases were so disoharged early in the period under study.

The maternity case. on obstet-

rics service, however, were alao.t uniformly discharged prematurely, except ill eases of serioo cOilplioatiol18 of pregnanoy, labor or birth.
Since there could be no control group set up trom maternity service beoause there were almost no routinely disoharged patients on this service,
this group of patients oould not be \1sed for study.

The surgical pa-

tients were also aore homogenous in age· distribution, and the color ad
,

I

sex ratios were well-balanced.
'lbe material relatiDg to average length of hospitalization, anel
to special diagnose., was discussed with the head resident on surgery at

.

General Hospital.

lIedical-social aspects of the curtailment measures

"

were discussed and analyzed, with hospital administrative problems in
mind.
In several cases the sooial agency active on a patient was tele-

phoned for additional information about hia, and Social Service Department at General Hospital was asked for confirming details on what had
happened to a few patients known to them.

It was surprising how few of

the prematurely discharged group had tieen reviewed fraa a . .dical-80cial
viewpoil!lt, and how few l1ad been referred by the medical staff to the
Social Service Departm.eut.

All patients were also cleared for informa-

tion only with the Social Service Exohange. 2

",

20t• appendix IV on registration ot prematurely discharged
patients.

5
!be medical literature was searched for information regarding

similar studies of premature discharge or of desirable hospital stay
accordiug to certain diagnoses, but little information could be obtained.
The New York City study, made by its Welfare Council in 1'33-1943,3 was
the only study of hospital discharges that could be found for comparison
with the experience ot LouisTille General Hospital.

This New York study

included all patients discharged trom all types of hospitals--vo1untary,
nonwvo1UDtary or public hospitals--f_r all types of diagnoses in 1933.
The monthly statistics of General Hospital for routiu and pr_ture discharges were studied and compared, and trends were analyzed.
These will be presented in the body of the study.
such factors as statistics

..

T

011

These figures include

a.dmissioJUJ, deaths, total care during the

month, daily aTerage bed usage duriJ:Ig the months under study.

The period

of July 1946 through April 1,47 was used and was compared with a Dase war
year of 1945-1946 and a pre-war year ot 1940.
In the next chapter section the probl.s of curtailment and ot

premature discharge will be discussed.

In the succeediDg chapters the

statistical data of the study will be presented to show what premature
. discharge and curtail.ll8nt has m.eant to a s8lllple group of patients seekiDg
surgical treatment at General Hospital.
HISTORY OF CURTAu·VENT IN HEALTH DiPAR1'II1I:NT

The problems ot public hospital administration, as of publio
30f• Welfare Council of New York, Hospital Discharge StudY'

6
...

health and nursing programs, are made more camplex by responsibility to
the public.

The responsibility is primarily to give medical service, ra-

ther than to ezagage in re••arch, teaching of medical students, techniciaJl8, medical social workers, or DUrses.

No matter how laudable these

secondary functions of the public hospital lI&y be, and how necessary they
8&y have became in performing the first service, provision of medical
care to the COIIIIIlunity, these secondary functions are not always considered
essential by the taxpayer, or the appropriator of public funds.

The pub-

lic hospital is not designed to make a profit, but more often operate. on
a deficit, and i8 therefore handicapped in giving the best hospital care
to its patients.
In recent yean in both public and private fields, hospital ad-

..

,

ministration baa becQllle a specific technique with certain aims of a professional nature.

This is shown by several very important stUdies in the

field 4 and by the developsent of the Aaerican Hospital Association and
the group of hospital administrators who have had 8pecial training for
their jobs.

In

1~22

the Rockefeller Foundation published the following

statement on principles of public and private hospital administration.
It is quoted by Dr. )'ranz Goldmann in hi8 excellent study of Principle.

!!:H

Problems

2!

Public Medical Care,S Dr. Goldmann'8 work in this field

is notable, as he know. not only American, but British and continental
4-

IIalcolm Mac kchern, K. D., Hospital Organization !:!!S. ~_ent,
(2nd »dition, 1~46, Physicians Record Company, Chicago, IllinoiS:
Shanz Goldmann, K. D., Principle8

!!:!! PrOBlems

!.!Public·

~dical ~,(Columbia University Press, New York, 1'4~ p.

6•

•_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1

7
experience in this field of public .edical admibiatration. The Rocke·
feller statement gives this definition of a.hospital.
A hospital is a community organization which provides facilities
and personnel for rendering the highest possible'grade of health serTice to the community, its patients, and to professional groupsJ for
educating the CCllatlDity to demand and support adequately health services and sound health policies, for educating additional personnel
and professional groups in technical fields in cooperative endeavor,
and for advancing our knowledge of disease, and its prevention
through technical research and appropriate organizations.
Dr. Goldmann also cited the standards for public hospital care which were
enunciated by the American Public Weltare Association in 1939, in a pamphlet entitled Essentials 2! Tax·Supported Medical SerTices. 6
Scope and amount of care sufficient to iaclude all aecessary pre"
veDtive and curative service required by persons UDable to pro·
cure it for themselves.
2. Good quality ot service and ot persanal atteation.
3. Reasonable accessibility and promptaess of service.
4. OoDtinuous care of the patient including
a. Continuity ot diagnosis and treatment by differeat types of
service-hOlle, _btUatory·clinic, and hospital or custodial
care.
b. Continuity of preventive and curative service.
c. Integration of .edic&! and social treatment.
5. Provisions ot service under conditions which will encourage its
full use, avoidance of conditions which will deter the needy fraa
securing necesaary medical care or discourage practitioners.

1.

.

,

Just how well able the Louisville and Jefferson County Board of Health
was to otfer the citizens of the cClIIIIDunity such public .edical service
under the pre-curtailment conditions, and under the curtailaent policy
itself, will now be discussed.
The Board of Health was far.aed by a .erger ot the city and county
health departaents on March 15, 1942.
to the metropolitan area improved.

6Ibid.,

p. 83

Since that time health services

There was an expansion of public

8
health nursing services, both in clinics, and i. bedside nursing.
t~er

The

City Hospital became known as Louisville General Hospital and ac-

cepted county patients;

8imult~eousll

the administration ot the hospital

becalle coordinated with that ot the tubercw.osis sanitorium, Waverly
Hills.

Public health services also included

c~lnicabl.

disease con-

trol, medical and dental service in the public schools, and the ·city
doctor" service to indigent persons in their homes, in cases ot emergency
or extreme hardship.

A very import~t division in the Health Department'

Preventive O1visio. was the sanitation department. Although there is a
relationship between health services oftered under each ot these divisions

ot the Board ot Health, the scope ot this study includes only General Hos
pital.
The curtailment was to aftect all tunctions ot the combiD8d city
and county health department.

The Preventive Division also includes meat

and milk inspection tor the whole metropolitan area, and inspection ot
some 3,,5'00 food-handling establishllents, includillg restaurants, groceries
and taverns,7 cammDDicable disease control, including tubercw.osis and
venereal disease; and health examinations in commercial buildings. 8 When
city doctor service, public health clinics and school and haae nursing
functions are added to the above list of functions of the Health Departent it can be seen what a large undertakillg the health organization ot a
large urban-rural area becomes.

It should be kept in milld tW allot

7Edward Edstrom, Courier-Journal, (January 12, 194'1>, Section 3,
p. 1.

9
~~~-~-~-~~

--------

~-----~.~~-~~~

I ih;~_;f~ciions ~ are added to the administration of Wayerly Hills and
General Hospital.

These serYices call for a large expenditure of money, and curta1lment became necessary because of budgeting for the entire health
department.

The Health Board has approximately 1,000 employees 9 and an

a.mmal operating budget of a little less than $2,000,000.
Reasons for the curtailment were the rising costs of maintenance

tax-appropriating bodies of city and county goyernments in 1946 for the
coming year, and the difficulties in maintaining seryices because of the
scarcity of personnel, particularly in the nursing profession.
Costs of maintenance of the physical plants, of food for patients
and staffs and of salaries of all personnel were all higher in 1945-1946
than ever before, and continued to rise.

The Health Department was fur-

ther handicapped by inheriting defici••i equipment fra. past administrationa before the merger in 1942, and because it had no replac..ent account, depreciation of equipment could not be budgeted except by specific
appropriations.

The department has not been able to meet competition fr

industry for personnel.
Nursing serYice is so important to any medical institution that i
often becomes the focus of
dual group of patients.

t~e

question of adequate care for any indivi-

This is especially true in a public teaching hos

pital, where, because of the financial inability of the patients to buy

---------------- ------

10:

.

nursing serTice, alL nursu.g sernce must be paid by salary appropriations tor the hospital, or be unpaid student work.

The accepted United

States average ot nur8ing care per patient per day i8 three hours, while
General Hospital 111. 1945-1946 was able to furnish only six-tenths of an
hour ot nursing serrice per patient day.

It was recognised by the Board

that this situation would have to be aproved.

In 1946-1941, under the

plan inaugurated in July 1946, the available nursing statt was 80 placed
em the wards at General Hospital that one and one-halt hours per patient
per day could be given, rather than six-tenths ot an hour. 10 It can be
seeD that General Hospital is still behind the natioDal average, but is

The Board ot Health wished to provide the best service possible

.

tor the citizens.

In 1946 it requested a budget ot $2,300,000 ot which

"

only $1,735,000 was allowed by tax-appropriating bodies of the city and
coUDty.

With anticipated revenues of $150,000 trom part-pay patient.,

etc., the sum ot $1,885,000 only equalled the budget tor the year 1945. 11
However, unexpected revemae tor the Health Department was added from
reve_e from real estate through increased tax-assessraents, and likmicipal
Bridge J'wlds are expected to add more reve...

The total trom these

sources would only be $142,000 tor the fear 1946-1947, ending July 1,
12
1941.
other reveue trom drug sales, tees and frCII dairies in adjacent
10
Vi,lltes .!! ~ BOard 2l Health, Louisville aDd Jetterson
Oouaty, July 1946, "CurtailaeDt in Health Service,· p. 2.
11 Ibid.

.

"

-

12lCdstrom. 10c. cit., p ___
l-______________._ _ __

11
- - . - ...

~

..- - - ' - - - - - - - -

counties tor tood inspection might add another $150,000 to the total budget ot the Health Department.

The Health Board had hoped to spend

$175,000 alone on repairs tor General Hospital kitchens, so it can be
seen what large expenditures are needed.
When the Board asked tor $2,300,000 and got $415,000 less than
they requested, they thought it necessary to retrench health services,
and to curtail the program in all phases.
that this paper will deal.

In

askin~

It is with General Hospital

tor the above budget, the Board

maintained that it was meeting only minimum needs ot the community.

With

a large slice of the requested budget not granted, measures tor curtailment were in order.

The department had hoped to provide a "semi-

satistactory health program for the city and county,·13 through the bud<

"

get originally requested for 1,46-1947, but made the decision to curtail
after the appropriations failed to pass.
In malting the decision to curtail service, the statement was made

by the Board of Health that "no attempt has been made, nor can be made,
to meet even a conservative and moderate estimate of the medical needs of
the community.

The restriotion of funds forced this curtailment • • • • •

vice if the work were curtailed than if the reduced budget were made to
13Minutes !!! Health ~, !l!..
l4Ibid., p. 3.

m,.,

p.2.

12
spread over a larger area ofserTice.

There was a choice between lower-

ing the standards of quality of .edical serTice, or of discontinll1ng or
restricting certain sernces, i. e., reducing the quantity of aedical
.ervice available to the public.

':ft1e Board of Health felt tbat econODlies

necessitated by the reduced budget and by iacreased costs of operation
could o111y be made by actually restricting ward service at General Hospital and Waverly, as well as cutting out lIlUch of the work of the Preventive Division.

The

Board knew curtailment of ward serTice would restrict

the use of G8I1eral Hospital as a t_chiDg facility by the University of
Louisville Medical School. l ; The Medical School has developed Nichols
General Hospital, a Veterans Administration facility located in Louisville, as a teaching plao..ent for studeat8e16
The

,

curtailaent involved all branche8 of the Board's work.

Waver

"

ly Hills' bed capacity was cut frOli 4;2 in 1945-1946 to 400 for 1946-1941.
.
11
Service \1'8.8 needed for 480 patient8. The curtailaent of service to tuberculosi8 patient8 was made in spite of the increased need for tubercu108i8

case-findi~,

especially in the Negro population. More patients

were kept longer on the waiting list for admission to Waverly Hills, and
in maD.J cases patients had to be discharged prior to arrest or cure of
the di.ease.

Betore the date of this study a change was recommended by

Grand Jury which asked tbat an additional .50,000 be allotted to waverly

J.; Ibid., p. ,.
l~etter to investigator. trom .uean John walker JI&Oore.
l1l1inute•

!! Health Board, 2. ~.,

p. 2.

13
Hills to reopen the .arcla where up to 60 beds .ere W10ccupied dae to
shortage of fuds, 8l1d to parchase long-needed eqaiplUBt.18 However, the
Board of Health took no action ill this matter ill 'ebruary on this rec·
ClIIIIUndation of the Dec_ber Grand Jary.
T.be Preventive Division was also affected by the general cat in
tuds, aakiag redaction of service necessary.

Perhaps this diYision's

loss was greater in proportion to its variety of fuctions than that 01
the two hospitals.

It lost saaitati,n inspectors, and public heaita

BUrses, city doctors and had to ct.lrtailits pablic school .edical and
dental programs.

This affected the sue group ot patisnts serTed by

General Hospital.
General Hospital is a mo.t important service to the communlty

.,.

and in many ways represents the Health Department to ite patients.

service was seriously cartailed in Jt.1ly

1~46.

Its

With the requested bt.ldget

of f2,150,000 Ira. City and Oouaty lunds, plus the hospital's own reTeDDe

(.2!, supra, p. 10) the Board

had hoped to be able to prOTide in 1946-1941

lor an average of 400 bed patients per day and tor an aTerage of 500 patients per day in clinics. l ,
Under curlailaent it was po•• ible to maintain c.J.inic sernce at
about the d.sired leTel. Aa aTerags bet.een 400 and 500 patients per day
rill be serTed in the 'ftrious c.J.inics.

It wa.s also possible to maintaia..

l8courier-Journal, News article,crebruary 20,
p. 1 •

. 19
II1plltes !! .!!!!. Health Board, !me cit., p. 1.

1~41h Section 4,

14

the twenty-tour hour service ot the ..ergency clinic. 20 It was est1aated
that the elimination of city doctor service would make heavier demands
upon the ..ergency clinic.

Curtailment of the nuaber of bed patient8 may

add to the clinic those patients whose treatment cannot be cCIIDpJ.eted on
the wards.

A certain aaount of this type of service is always necessary

in a municipal or any public hospital with clinic facilities, as it saTes
bed space and mates for more economical serTice.

However, atter curtail-

ment medical patients were treated a+aost wholl,. in clinic, because the
medical and surgical wards were combined.

Theretore, clinical work-up8

and diagn08is ill clinic rather than on the ward

beC8IH

more trequently

the practice.
111e inpatient group at General .t1ospital has had to bear the brunt

.

of the curtailment of service in order to reduce the daily average of

"

beds occupied f'rom 400 (the requested number) to 310.

21

The actual aver-

ages during 1,45-1,46 were between 350 and 450 patients, or a general
average of 385 bed patients per day on all wards of the hospital. 22 According to hospital administration and public health experts, a reliable
forlWla ot number of hospital beds per population has been determined.
Various surveys of' Louisville's hospital service have been made in the
past, and Dr. A. C. Bac):ae,er's recent survey indicated that at least 600
beds should be provided tor acute hospital patients in public facilities
20
Ib d p. 2.
--l:...,
O

21 Ibjd •
oJ

•

22

.

~
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h

a c...-u.ni'ty the sise of Louisville. 23
Th. Board of H.alth f.ared 'that curtailmen't of ward servic ...ould

.ean that pati.Dt. .ligibl. for public m.dical care at General Hospital
would not be able to obtain free serYic., and their conditions might go
untr.ated.

This study doss not make any s'tudy of the patients it was not

possible 'to treat.

This is, in fact, one of the reasons for the praaa-

'tur. discharge plan; the n.ed to give service to a large number of patiente on restricted facilitiee.
Curtailment aeant first that f .... r patients could be serv.d
the wards.

OD

The daily bed average by mon'ths since July 1946 has ac'tually

slipped below the estimated figure of 310 hospital beds in daily use, to
a g.neral ayerage for six aonths through January 1941 of 226 beds in
daily use.
By action of the Board of Health in February 1941 the bed capacity at Gen.ral Hospital was hcreas.d by 40 beds, thus raisillg the 310
daily bed usage to a possible

350

beds.

The•• beds w.r. add.d to the

wards already in use, and ..ould remain in use until July 1941, the end of
the fiscal year.

The

f15,ooo, it

is .stiaated that it cost the hospital

to open these 40 b.e was to come from "UDallocated funds" and saviDgs
fram other Health Board acti?1ties. 24
The curtailment of ward sernees called for a reorganisation of
b.ds on the wards of Gen.ral Hospital.

-

It was decided in Jun. 1,46 to

23 Ibid •

..,

24
Courier-Journal, News article, (February 20, 194'&, p. 1 •

)
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cloee tive of the wards, three adult medical wards, which were combiaed
wi. th the surgical warde, one pediatric ward, and one obstetrical ward. 25

This has meant t}at the nuaber ot beds lett tor acute disease treatment
in the adult age group was cut to 150 beds tor white and Negro patients.
Further results of curtailment to the surgical service will be considered

•

ia more detail later.
The last important aspect

Louisville and Jetterson Oounty
chronic disease problem.

ot curtailment ot services ot the

Heal~h

Department is the ettect on the

There is now no care ottered. to chronically ill

persons, except custodial care in the over-crowded and ill-equipped alma- I
hous., the Home tor the Aged and Infirm, at Shively, Kentucky.

26

IIsdical

care in clinics at General will continue, but patients with these long-

..

term illnesses which are otten progressively disabling will no 10Qger
rece! ve treatment on the wards.
'l'!m POL lOY CI' FRlOlATURE DISOBARGI

The cost ot curtailment to the individual patient is illustrated
by the group ot patients who have had to be prematurely discharged
against b••t medical opinion betore their ward treatment was reasonably
complete.
The reasons tor 8uch a policT were the same as those leading the
Board to decide to cllriul all serTieee ot the Health Department.

.

"

They

25Mil'lutes 2!. lli. Board ~ Health, 10c.~.J p. 2.
26Irving Lipetl, wThe Louisville Kentllcky Home tor the Age and
Intirm," (Unpublished IlaBter's thesis, Kent School ot Social Work. Uaiver-l
sity ot Louisville, 1,42).
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are specifically the lack ofnursiDg serTice in General BClSpital, tae
lack of space on the warda, which have been ccabined from services which
used to have separate wards, &ad the desire to make a quick turnover of
bed space, so that more patients may be served by the number of beds
available.

Premature discharge helps to accomplish these ends.

Some

patients have been sent home by hospital ambulance late at night in order
to vacate a bed which was badly needed for another patient.
Since July 1, 1946, the total nUliber of premature discharges has
been a little les. than that of those routinely discharged.

Of a total

of 4,846 discharges in the first aix montha atter curtailment was announced, excluding 3$9 deaths, there were 2,129 premature discharges and

2,111 routine discharges.

The cUBlUlative totals for premature discharges

and routine discharges through . y

,

6, 1941, are shown in Appendix II,

"

Table 1.

Excluding deaths, the.e disCharges accouated for 2,986 patients

prematurely discharged and 4,102 patients routinely discharged.
In the first period from July through September 6, 1946, the aver
age stay in hospital per patient prematurely discharged was 1.3 days,
while the average hospital stay per patient routinely discharged was 10.9
days.

The period from January 1 through :rebruary 6, 1941,. showed the

lowe.t Ii_ber of pr.ature discharges, 280, as against the highest n_ber
of routine dischargea, 481, hftever, the total discharges showed the lowest total in four months.

The table

~ot.

fi&ures on premature discharge

&ad routine discharge during this six..omh period will show more graph-

..,

ically the extent and development of the policy of discharging patieDts
prematurely.

This table i8 tound il1 Appel1dix II, Table 2.

I
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Tbe largest group of the preaaturely discharged patients were

"

mothers and new-born babies.

Surgery serTice had the next largest nuaber

of patients discharged in this way.

Pediatrics se"ice also had some

premature dis charges.
Curtailment has had specific effects upon the surgical sernee.
The first result is the COilbiDatiOll of three of the former . .dieal wards

with the corresponding surgical wards; thus, female surgical colored ward
absorbed female .edical colored.

The male medical white ward has been

continued separately from the male surgical white ward.

There is a com-

bined obstetrical ward for white and colored patients, and a predominantly colored baby ward, an isolation ward and two psychiatric wards, in
addition to the four surgical wards ader consideratioD in this study.
Curtailment of ward service has meant that an especially heavy
load has been placed on the surgery sernce, which now has 30 beds on
J4ale Surgical ihite,
White, and

15

011

Male Surgical Colored,

15 on Female Surgical

15 on Female Surgical Colored.

This shortage of beds means that the turnover per bed is great,
as

ShOWl1

by the total average lengths of stay to be presented later.

The

hospital is now thoRght to be operated at too near the capacity peak.
For the beat treatmeut of the individual or for purposes

practice, a hospital should probably keep about
vacant at a given time,
elective basis.

80

25

as to be able to admit

at good teaching

per cent of the beds
SOl88

patients on an

Certe.iJlly the narsillg and medical staff works at peak

efficiency only when not harassed by lack of beds for acutely ill
patients.

19
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Besides shortage of beds, and great turnovsr of patients, the
surgery service has had to abandon elective surgery almost entirely.
The only exception consists of the ten beds that are reserved for hysterectomies.

Elective patients who might before have been expected to have

prompt or slightly delayed operations for fibroid tumors, gall bladder,
chronic appendicitis, herniorrhaphy, or orthopedic conditions, must do
without an operation until such time as they may become emergencies.
Most admissions are either emergency:surgical conditions or the results
of accidental injury, such as stabbings, gunshot wounds, automobile
accidents, train wrecks, etc.

The work on surgery has, therefore, taken

on an emergency nature, which is contrary to good surgical practice, and
to the proper teaching of surgery to medical students and internes.

.'.

The work of the surgical department has become ameliorative and
often curative, but the preventive aspects of its work are lost.

The

hope of Dr. Arnold Griswold, chief of surgery, for a surgery service combining the principles of psychiatry for the upset patient facing or recovering from major surgery must be postponed, perhaps indefinitely.

In this respect

surge~y

service is like the rest of General Hos-

pital, and like Waverly Hills, and the Preventive Division; in not being
able to offer anything but emergency service to the citizens of the city
and county who are medically indigent.
Medical treatment is sometimes delayed by the patient in the hope
that he will cure himself with home remedies or that his private doctor
can effect a cure.
.,,

But when the clinic setup is overcrowded and the doc- I

tors are overworked there, as well as in the wards, medical diagnosis -BndJ

20
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treatment is boUDd to be slo.er.

This delay may cause prolongation of

illness, and occasionally further complications, with increased cost to
the patient.
Sometimes the belt diagnostician purposely goes slowly in deciding from his observation of the patient, and analysis of data, just what
the diagnosis iI, and under what circumstances medical social treatment

j

will be most effective.
Prognosis cannot usually be .stimated until treatment is begun an
observed.

The doctor who knOlrS his patient, his habits, and preTious 1I1e

ical. history is safer than the one who doesn't know these factors in making a stat_ent regarding the patient's future, Just as he is safer in
diagnosing the trouble in the first place.
,

The basis of .edicine being

psychosomatic, it is more important than ever that the physician and sur-

"

geon know his patient as a person. While this is well recognized in
theory by this geaeration of young doctors and

by

their instructors, it

cannot always be practiced in over-loaded clinics or on wards where turnover is high.
A teaching hospital that falls into the older philosophy of
treating the disease rather than the patient with a disease, or the patient with a disability or a health problem, is doing incalcuable

ha~

to

its students, its inter.es and resident staff, a8 well as its visiting
staff men.

This loss is quite heavy also when the resultant lack of care

to the individual patient is considered.

Effectiveness of medical care

is known to rest with the cooperation of the patient with his doctor and
DU",..

When this is not sought by the professional staff, care can

21
",

become wasteful, rather than helpful to the patient, and, therefore,
wasteful also to the comm.uaity.

..

r

"

CHAPT.IR II
COMPARISON

nm

or om:
ONE

HUNDRED PREMATURELY DISCHARGED PATIENTS

BtJNDREI)

ROUTINELY DISCHARGED PATIENTS

AT LOUISVILLE GENBRAL HOSPITAL
'In this cbapter the control aDd study groups of patients dis-

charged under the policy of curtailDaezrt of ward serTice at Gensral HOSPi.
tal will be compared.

.
1

'lhe primary focus of the study is on objective

.easures of sernce to the patient groups, such as length of hospital
stay, type of medical or surgical care received, condition at discharge,
frequency of rea.dm1ssioD8, and frequency and extent of clinic attendance.
These factors have a bearillg upon the recovery of uy surgical patient,
and are factors which can be compared statistically although they are not
subject to correlation with results of meelical care in so small a stu.d.,.
group.
The patients in both study and control groups were fra. the whit.
and Negro surgical wards carillg for both su.es.

Table 1 gives the sex

aDd color distribution of the study group of 100 prematurel,. discharged

patients and of the control group of 100 routinely discharged patients.
Both these groups of patients were cared for on the wards and discharged
from the hospital at the same time, duriDg July and August of 1946, imme",

diately atter curtailment went into effect.
22~

The race and sex

I

•
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-----------------------------------------------------------------TABLIl.

"

BAOI AND SEX OF ONE HUNDRID PATDlNTS 01 LOUISVILLE GINIRAL

HOSPITAL SURGICAL WARDS PREI4A.Tt1RELY DISCHARGE
DURING JULy AND AUGUST 1,46 OOMPARED WITH
on HUNDRICD PATIENTS DISCHARGE
ROUTINELY IN SAlOl PiRIOD

Bace

Prematurely Discharsced
Sex
Total
JIale
Feule

RoutinelY D1scharsced
Sex
Total
JIale
Female

Race

Total

100

60

40

Total

100

46

54

White

58

42

16

: White

52

21

31

Negro

42

18

24

Uegro

48

25

23

distribution is similar tor the two groups although there are minor
ditterences.
It should be noticed in Table 1 that there are more males in the
prematurely discharged group and more tamales in the routinely discharged
group.

When .ex and race are considered together it can be seen that the

Negro patients routinely .ere more equally distributed between male and
temale wards than was true ot the prematurely discharged patients.
versely tor the white

gro~~

Oon-

ot prematurely discharged patients there were

a majority ot males over temales, with the temales having a preponderance

ot routinely discharged patients. aeasons tor these ditterences will be
shown in the analysis ot the length ot stay per diagnosis.
The color distribution is quite similar tor the control

aDd

the

study groups although it is more nearly equal in the routinely discharged
group, especially as between the sexes.

.'

Initicant in the comparison at the group.

Color distribution is not sigAs will be shown later the

'------------------------------------------------------------

24
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"

diagnosis, which determined the average length ot hospital care required, as well as the extent of clinic attendance, was much more important in determining preDature discharge than any factor ot sex or ot
color.
TABLli: 2

AGB: DISTRIBUTION OF OD HUNlIUlD FB.li3U.TURELY DISCHARGE PATIB:NTS
AND OF 0Nli: HUNDRED ROUTINELY DISCHARGID PATlKNTS
FROM LOUISVILLE GENERAL HCSPlTAL IN JULY 1946

Prematurely

Ike
f

.,.

Dischar~ed

Routinely Discharged

Under 21 years

18

16

21 uader 41 years

36

39

41 under 61 years

21

21

61 under 81 years

15

16

4

2

'

Over 81 years

100: Datieme

100 Datiellte

Table 2 above shows that eighteen ot the one hWldred prematurely
discharged patients and sixteen ot the one hWldred routinely discharged
patients were children or adolescents below the age ot twenty years.

Cur-

tailaent ot pediatric ward service made occaaioml admissions ot children
under tourteen years ot age necessary in aergency surgical cases, as only
tour white pediatric beds were lett after July 11, 1946.
In the prematurely discharged
~tients,

gro~p

an almost equal number of

nineteen in all, appeared in ages beyond sixty years; whereas

eighteen of those patients routinely discharged tell in these age inter~s.

Tbe exact figures tor the study and control groups may be seen in

fthe accompanIi.ag Figure 1 oJ:tJ~ge distribution.

Here it can be seen that_

2S
'j

.oj

IN YEARS

1

2 1

UDder 'b yr••

8 ,

10 11

12

13 14 15 (ItJllBD.

Of PATililiISl

tour patient. ro~tinely dilcharied
patientl prell&turely dilcharged
,two pati.ntl routinel~ diecharged
three paU.at. pr....turely dilcharged

6 UDder 11
11 UDder 16

five patientl routinely dilcbarged
four pati.ntl pr ....tur.ly d1acharged
five patientl routinely dilcharged
tight paUentl pr.aturely diacharged

16 uder 21

21

4 5 6 7

~Dder ~6

ten pati.ntl routiDtly dilcharged
DiA. patientl prematurel] dilcharged
.e.en patientl rout1Dely dilcharged
le.en patientl pre..turely diacharged

26 UDder 31

ten patientl routinely ducharg.d
eight patient. prematurely ducbarged

31 UDder 36

twelve routinely dilcharged
twelve prematurely di.charged
lilt patientl rout1Dely diacbarged
~_
fourte.n pre.turdy

36 UDder 41
41 UDder 46
<

"

tifteen ro~tiA.ly
til" paUeatl preaturely cU,-c_raed
ducharged

46 under 51
._"~ne

51 uder 56

~

paUent routinely discharged
two pati!ntl prell&turd,. dillcharged

56 WId.r 61

ve paUentl rouUnel,. ducharged
lilt paUeat. preaturel,. dilchargN

61 IlIIder 66

lilt patientl routinely dilcharged
le.en patientl preaaturely di.charged

66 UDder 71

71 UDder 7t:

lilt patient. routinely dilcbarged
patientl pr...turel,. dilcharged
three paUent. routinely dilcharged
"two patitatl prell&turely diachargec1
one paUent routi.ly diacharied
two paUeatl pr....turely diechargec1

OVer 81

.
'

patientl routinely dilcharced
four patientl preaaturel,. dilcharged

fig. 1.--011. bUDdred preaaturely dilcharged patient. compared with ODe hundred
dilcharged patientl fro. Louteville General Hospital in J~l,. 1946 by ace
diatrib"Uon •
ro~tinely

26
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he groups ..ere roughly similar in age distribution.

There were few 014

sopls, compared to the large group in both study and control groups who
ere of mature, productive years.

Almost equ.al numbers, sixty-three pre-

tursly discharged patients and sixty-six routinely discharged patients,
ell bet..een the ages of twenty-one and sixty years, the age of greatest
conamic produ.ctivity.
The fact that there ..ere so few patients over sixty-five years of
e may be explained by the fact that we are studying patients of an acute
surgical .erTice.

Persons in this age group are less likely to suffer

trom diseases requiring surgical treatment, on an eaergency basis.

ot thea require treatment

Most

t or chronic diseases which is more frequently

iven on the medical wards.

This was ev.n more true during curtailment.

curtailment ot medical service on medicine to a
~..w.III_,

chronic diseu. sufferers cannot b. treat.d at Louisvill. General
in any substantial numbers.
How.ver, some of the surgical patients studied were chronically

11 persons hoepitalized tor tr.atment of an exacerbation of a chronic
an acute illness or accident not associat.d with the
Primarily, however, the patients in our groups were ac·
ive, young and middl.-aged persons, suftering fram acute illness or fram
ccidental injuries.
The age ot pati.nts becomes important under some circumstances.
isability du. to accident, or following an op.ration, becaaes a v.ry
uoh more serious problem to the men b.t....n twenty and sixty y.ars ot
age who have a family to support, than it is to a

YOUDg

child whose

27
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support is assured whether he is ill or not.

The single man over sixty,

who is employeci, is also greatly handicapped by illness.

However, tor

the most part, the men in the stlldy group of pr-.turely discharged patients over sixty-tive years ot age were not gainfully employed.

Many ot I

the older women, likewise, .ere no longer in the labor market, being proTided tor by relatives, saTings, insurance, or reliet funds trOlD the commwdty.
It is the younger women, for.'whom illness means loss of working
time in the home, or in outside employment, that sufter most from aoute
illness.

For them the number of days spent in bed is oruoial.

It may

lIean the loss of a job, going into debt, or letting the house and ohildren slitter for lack of care and sliperTiBion.
For sllch a group of mature, prodllctive people an acute or chronic
illness, requiring ev.a a short hospitalisation and an extended period of
convalescence at home after discharge, is a catastrophe.

The members of

this group are frequently sole wage-earners for a t8l;"ily, and are most
seriously handicapped if illness becomes permanent disability, or a
chronic disturbance of general health and physical or ..otional

efficie~

STATISTICS ON LING'l'H OF HOSPITAL STAY FOR STUDY AND CONTROL GROUPS

The hypothesis on which this study ot premature discharges .as
uadertaken was that curtailment made certain ditferences in the treatment
of patients at General Hospital, after July 1946, and that these difterences could best be illllstrated by the service rendered the patients who
.ere selected by the doctors tor premature discharge.

Therefore, a

28

•
---comparison of length of hospital stay was made for the study and control

---~---

----------~----------~~-~---------

groups as a whole, first; then by ward divisions; then by presence or
absence of an operation or actual surgical intervention of any kind; and
finally by special service. and individual diagnoses.
For the four surgical wards, white and colored, male and female,
it was found that one hundred patients prematurely discharged had totalled 1,055 days of hospital care, an average of abo1lt ten and one-half
days per patient.

This includes the- entire one hundred patients.

In

this group there were several patients who were discharged before they
should have been in the opinion of the doctor, but who remained in the
hospital wards, principally because they had no home or community resource in which to spend their convalescence.

When these persons are ex-

cluded from the count, the general average for all prematurely discharged
patients was found to be almost nine days.l
The one hundred ro1ltinely discharged patients stayed a total of
1,264 days or an average of almost twelve and two-thirds days.

However,

when the unusual case in this group is discarded2 the average becomes Just
a little over eleven hospital days for ninety-nine routine discharges.
lThese patients w.re older than the average age for prematurely
discharged group, and suffered with complicated illness, prostatectomy,
with !S!1! urinary retention and-extravasation (a complication which requires extended care and bedside nursing); cholecystectomy, complicated
by food retention difficulties which could not be managed at home; gastrostomy follOWing lye poieoning to throat, stomach and mouth, and which
later necessitated rib resection; and a radical mastectomy for carcinoma
of the breast.
2This patient stayed 165 days for diabetes, otitis and
tive condition of the liver, before his routine discharge.

a d.g....rai

In considering these average lengths of hospital stay it should

"

be noted that there were in the routinely discharged group (as in the
prematurely discharged group) a great many patients who stayed two days
or less, and yet were discharged according to medical advice, their hospi
tal treatment considered at an end.

Therefore, a majority of patients

stayed less than tive days, whether their discharge was considered by the
medical staff premature or routine.

For instance, tifty-nine of the rou-

tinely discharged patients stayed le.s than five days, while forty-thre.
of the prematurely discharged patients stayed less than five days in the
hospital for their original admission.
Tables 3 and 4 show the length of hoe pital stay for certain s pecial serTices, for the prematurely and routinely discharged groups under
consideration.

I

They show that in general the larger groups of patients

trom either group who stayed under five days were those on the general
surgery service.

Proportionate groups in study and control groups stayed

relatively short stays on orthopedic service, with a tew more hospitalizations between eleven and fift.en days for the prematurely discharged grou
than for the routinely discharged group, contrary to expectation.

There

is a considerable difterence in the stay of the several eye patients and
general medical service patients in the study and control groups, there
are more longer stays in the routinely discharged groups than in the prematurely discharged groups.

Genito-urinary patients stayed for longer

stays in the prematurely discharged than in the routinely discharged
roup.

It was the gynecology service which showed the greatest differ-

nce in length of original

sID~

The stays were longer in the premturelY_
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TABLE 3
~GTH

or

HOOPITAL STAY FOR ONE HUNDRED PATIENTS PRE&lA~Y DISCHARGED FROu LOUISVILlJi:
GENiRAL HClSfITAL, JULY 1946, A.CCORDING TO SPECIAL SURGICAL Sii\VICli:

lJale Stal
o thrl.l 5 days

Number ot Patients on :>pecial
<;ee.
Gee.·
Sur,.
Qtlho.
Gin.
Me~1

~urgical

ile

Service.
Proctol- UenitoUrinarI
oil

18

15

3

1

1

4

6 thru 10 days

9

4

1

2.

1

1

11 thru 15 daye

4

8

4

1

16 thru 20 days
21 thru 25 daye

2

26 thru 30 days

1

31 thrl.l 35 days

1

43 patients
24 patients
17 patient.

1

1 patient

2

4 patients
1

2 patients

36 thru 40 days
41 thru 45 day.

1

Intern1
Totall

1

2 patients

1

1 patient

2

3 pathnts

1

46 thru 50 days

1

1 patient

51 thru 55 days

1

1 patient

o patients

56 thru 60 day.
61 thru 65 days
Totals

.,
•

1 patient

1
31
pts.

Total days per
368
8pecial service days

29
pta.
290
days

17
·pts.
175
days

5
pts.
55
day.

2
pts.
8
days

5
pta.
21
days

5
pts.
159
day.

.

100 patients

1076 days tor
100 patients

"
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TABLE 4
LlNGTH OF HOSPITAL ST"Y FOR ONi HUNDR.IiJ) PATIlI:NTS ROUTINiLY DISCHARGiD FRau LOUISVILU:
GiNEKAL HOSPITAL, JULy 1946, ACCCRD~G TC SPECIAL SURGICAL Si:RVIa

JJals Stal

o thru

Gen.
Sur,.

Nwuber of patients on Special Surgical Services
Gen.
Qtlho t
GD· Neuro. Med. iIe. Proct.

32

13

6

2

6 thru 10 days

6

3

5

3

1

11 thru 15 days

2

2

1

1

3

16

5 days

~hru

20 days

1

21 thru 25 days

1

2

3

1

Interval
Totals
59 patients

1

19 patients
9 patients
1 patient

26 thru 30 days

.-

G-U.

1

1

2 patients

1

1 patient

1

31 thru 35 days

1

36 thru 40 days

1

1 patient

41 tbru 45 days

1

1 patient

1

4 patients

46 thru 50 days

1

o paUellU

51 thru 55 days
56 thru 60 days

2

2 patients

o patients

61 thru 65 days
Over 65 days
'!'otals

1 patient

1*
46
pta.

'l'otal days per
676
special ssrYice days

19
ph.
102
days

' 12
pta.
70
days

6
pts.
27
days

1 patient

5

7

pt ••

pts.

201
days

85
days

1
pt.
4
days

4
100 patients
pte.
105
days

1270 days for .
100 patients

tI'lhis patient had diabetes, otitis, and a degenerative ODDdition of the 1iYer, which
necessitated his staying in the hospital for 165 days before routine discharge.
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discharged

gro~p

thaD in the

ro~tinely

discharged

gro~p

of patients; con-

trary to expectation, as half of the routinely patients on this service
stayed less than five days, as compared with about one-sixth of the prematurely discharged group of gynecology patients who stayed this short a
stay.

whiLe half of the routinely discharged

gyneco~ogy

patients wsre in

the hospital between six and fifteen days, eleven of the seventeen prematurely discharged groups on this service stayed this length of time,
for their original admission, and three more prematurely discharged patients stayed between sixteen and twenty-five days.

When the total num-

ber of days is computed for each service it may b. seen that general surgery, eye, general medical patients stayed longer in the routine group,
and the other services in the

premat~re

group of patients.

when one hundred patients prematurely discharged were iDterviewed and their

medic~

records were checked, it was found that twenty-

four patisnts on female surgical ward stayed an average of eleven and
seven-twelths days.

rnis was a longer average than that of the female

white group, who stayed eight and three-sixteenths days on the average.
Together the female patients,. whether white or colored averaged about ten
days.

'l'he general raale average for coJ.ored and white patients was ten.

The colored men in the study group stayed seven and one-half days, ud
he

White men stayed longer, twe.Lve and ol1e-8ixth days.

table shows the

re~ationship

:me accompanyina

of color and sex to length of stay for the

study group of prematurely discharged patients.
Before proceediQg with an analysis of the length of stay obtaining in study and control

gro~

for certain specific diagnoses, it 1s
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interesting to see what special serTiee. claiaed our patients in both
group..

'lor the purposes of this study the patients were divided into

those on general surgery t includiDg many operations, not localized to any
portion of the body, and to certain accidental injuries, etc., and illness which may be best classified as general surgery.

The other spec-

ialities are orthopedics, gynecology; neuro-surgery, involTing brain,
spinal and other work with nerve centers; eye; proctology; and genitourinary services.

)"'or purposes of clarification of the meaning to the

surgical wards of curtailment, another group must be included; the patients admitted to surgery because of overcrowding of the medical wards;
who were not in need of surgery. As they were admitted to surgical rather than to medical aerTice, they became a small part of the study and
control groups.

Table

S shows

the comparatiTe nuabers of patients ad-

mitted to each special serTice of surgery.
J'rom the accompanying Table S it is interesting to note that the
numbers admitted to those specialties clejming the smaller number of patient. are roughly similar for the two groups however discharged.

Thus

General Medicine claimed five. prematurely and five routinely discharged
patients, while proctology, genito-urinary and eye serTice also claimed
very few patients from each group.

In other words, the same .erTiees

claimed the greater proportion of both groups of patients.
'lbe diagnoses of the two groups of patients are practically idenwhether the patients were discharged prematurely or routinely.
oet of gynecological patients, for instance, were treated tor conditions
hich necessitated

hlsterectomie~,

and the genito-urinAry patients were __
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TABU

5

GENERAL HOSPITAL' S SURGICAL SERVICES ON WHICH ONE HUNDRED
PREMATURELY DISCHARGED PATIENTS AND ONE HUlfDRli:D
ROUTINELY DISCHARGED PATIJ11TS WIRE .ADJ4ITTED
IN JULy 1946
.

PRlllATUR.ELY DISCHARGED
',rOTAL

ROUTINELY DISCHARGED

100

TOTAL

100

31

46

2

6

Orthopedics

21

19

GJIlecologJ

11

12

General J(ediciM
(noll-operative surgery)

5

5

Bye

2

1

Proctology

5

1

Genito-Urinary

5

4

General Surgery*
Neuro-surgery

*The totals are compiled for incidence of primary diagnosis.
There were several patients with multiple diagnoses, particularly many
of gyneoology patients, .ho .ere hospitali~ed for fibrcid tumors, salpingitis, ovarian cysts, and who underwent hysterectomies and cauterizations of the cervix.
The incidence of diagnoses can be found ill later tables.
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usually in the hospital because ot acute urinary retention with
tion or prostatectomy with complications.

extravas~

Practically all the orthopedic

patients in both groups were in the wards because ot accidental fractures,
although there were a few cases of osteomyelitis, synovectomy, and capsulotOlly in the prematurely discharged group.

Neuro-surgery beds were occu-

pied by accident cases, usually of chUdrea, with fracture of skull, suspected or proven by X-ray studies.

General medical patients had a varlet

of diagnoses, usually carcinoma, diabetes or lome complication of these
diseases.

In the two groups of patients the portion of those on ortho·

pedics and those on general surgery are reversed for prematurely and routinely discharged groups.
The specialties are allotted a certain number of beds, according
to the expected number of patients per service, and the expected turnover, for such patients.

For instance, ten beds are reserved for elec-

tive hysterectomies, but other services are not so fortunate.

In fact,

gynecology is the only service with reserved beds tor a certain class of
patients.

l~e

beds on surgery have to be

dev~ed

largely to accidental

injuries, as Table" shows, and to emergency sug.ry, which together
ccount tor the preponderance in both study and control groups ot paients on orthopedics and general surgery_
When diagno.e. are couidered, it is interesting to note that iD
the prematurely discharged group twenty-aix ot twenty-nine patients on
orthopedic service were tracture caees. iD the routinely discharged group
sixteen of the nineteen orthopedic patients suftered fracture..

For the

prematurely discharged patients the most frequent reason tor their

I

~

NUMBER OF PATIENTS ADMITTED TO EIGHT SURGICAL SPECIALTIES AT
LOUISVILL~

GENERAL HOSPITAL JULY

19~6

ONE HUNDRLD PREMATURELY DISCIIhRGE.D PATIENTS COMPARED
ONE HUNDRED ROUTI.,ELY DISCHARGED PATIENTS
NEURO-SURGERY
SERVICE
GENITO-URVUIRY
Sl::RvrCE

2

6
5
4

Patients
Patients
Patients
Patients

PROCTOLOGY

5

SERVICE

1

Patients
Patient

2
7

Patients
Patients

LYE-SERVICE

Gt;i.iliRAL

:~DICI;lE

non-operative
surgery)

um

51 Patients
5 Patients
l.V

a-.

GYNECOLOGY

16

Patients

Sl.RVICE

12

P~tients

281 Patients

ORTHOPEDIC
SERVICE

19

Patients

GENERAL-SURGERY
SERVICE

Prematurely Discharged
Routinely Discharged

Fig. 2.--Comparison of prematurely and routinely discharged patients by number of patients
admitted to surgical services at Louisville General Hospital, July 1946.
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hospitalization on gYDecology serTice was for hysterectomy, which
claimed thirteen of seventeen gynecological patients.

In the control

group of routinely discharged patients only two of the twelve gYDecology
patients were hospitalized for this reason.

The average stay for pa-

tients in this prematurely discharged group was longer, fourteen days,
than for the two routinely discharged patients, for what reason it could
not be determined.

In the division of general s,urgery the prematurely discharged patieats with amputationa and herniarrhaphies stayed longer than other patients on the service.

In this division second degree burns, breast dis-

orders and cellulitis patients had the longest period of original hoapitalization a.ong geDeral surgery patients routinely discharged.

.

The leDgth

or

stay for special services on surgery for premature-

"

ly discharged patients are found in the following tables, showing incidence of diagnosis and total hospital stay for the special serTices.
Similarly, the length of stay per serTice and diagnosis is analyzed in
duplicate tables for routinely discharged patients.

In the prematurely discharged group ..putationa and herniorrhaphies required the longest average stays in division of general surgery.
Fractures and hysterectomies were the next two most costly diagnoses i.
Iter.ms of length of original hospitalization, if the unusually long hospitalizations for geaito-urinary disturbances are discarded from the one
hundred prematurely discharged patients.

It

they are included the five

tients on genito-ur1Dary service had the longest average stay of all
ramaturely die charged patients, thirty-one and one-half days.
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The figures on length of stay for Yar10us types of fractures require some explanation.

Fractures of the leg and

h~p

accounted, among

those prematurely disCharged, for an average stay of about nine days per
patient, while arm fractures or those of the wrist required only three
days or so.

Obviously the patient with a broken leg or hip in long leg

cast or traction is mach more difficult to care for at home and requires
skilled nursing care longer because he is helpless.

Skull fractures, on

the other hand, left the hospital sO,on after admission to neuro-surgery.
According to the medical records, in &ost C&8e8 this was because lI8Ily of
these patients were admitted in shock immediately after an accident before X-ray studies were complete, when X-ray studies proved negative, in
;f,

a majority of prematurely discharged patients, they were discharged and
not held for the customary period of longer observation.

Routinely and

prematurely discharged patients with skull fractures were kept approximately the 8ame average, between one and two days.
Average length of stay for those illnesses which caused the longest or most frequent hospitalizations were compared with the statistics
of New York City municipal and voluntary hospitals, which were compiled
for discharges from all types of hospitals in the New York metropolitan
area in 1933.3 In the appendix a comparison or these figures is made.

In

general Louisville's average stays for both prematurely and routinely
discharged groups of patients in the summer of 1946 are

much

shorter than

corresponding hospitalizations for similar conditions in New York
3Xeardorf, Hospital Discharge Study, (New York Welfare Council,

193), Appendix X, Vol. I.
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thirteen years ago.

Part ot this may be due to the general trend in hos-

pital surgery to dismiss patients earlier.

However,the results

or

this

comparison of hospitalizations per diagnosis show the great difference
curtailment has meant to Louisville patients.
Average stay for certain illnesses and operations apparently
causing the longest hospitalizations among prematurely disoharged patients were compared to the statistics of New York City's municipal and
voluntary hospitals, which were

comp~led

for discharg.. from all hospi-

tals in the metropolitan area in 1933. . In general the averages for
Louisville General Hospital are shorter than the New York averages. This
is to be expected for routinely discharged patients as well as pre.ature-

I

ly discharged patients of the Louisville study, because of the curtail-

I

ment policy which affects all groups in the hospital. There is also the
factor of the change in surgical practice since 1933 when the New York
figures were collected; many more surgeons are urging even private patients to recuperate faster than they did a decade ago.

However, it is

still a great differential bet.eaD New York and Louisville patients with
the same diagnosis.
The comparison of certain diagnoses' average hospitalizations in
New York and Louisville may be examined in detail in the appendix.

From

the facts certain groups of patients appear to be particularly affected.
The patients with possible skull fractures were the most notably disparate groups.

As

the general average for Louisville patients routinely

discharged w~ only 6 1/6 days, while in New York 62% of the patients
with this dilinosis were in the hospital from 1; to 30 days and l~ ~u_

8 to 14 days, while another

l~

were in the hospital from 31 to 60 daY8.

Fractures of the skull ill New York ranked first in mortality rates among
this group of patients studied from all voluntary and municipal hospitals
in 1~33, with 2~.1~ of the patients dying, while fractures of pelvis and
8pine followed in very much lower figures. 5 Seventy of the 1,661 deaths
in

New York which were due to fractures of any kind concerned children

under five years of age, and 50 of these deaths were due to fractured
In Louisville in a group of: 315 prematurely discharged patients

skulls.

studied in the course of this investigation, under curtailment since July
1~46,

there were several children admitted with possible skull fractures,

later proved negative or not serious by X-ray studies, and the patients
were almost all sent home with a stay under five days in the hospital,
and an average stay of about 1-1 days.

In

New York it was found in

1~33

that 90~ of all the deaths due to skull fracture occurred shortly after
hospital admission, and

7~ of

those due to fractW'e of pelvis, and

about 58~ of those to fracture of the spine also occW'red in the first
eek after hospital admission.

Thus the Louisville staff's decisions to

send persons hOBe prematurely was based on previous practice with these
patients.

If

death did not occur suddenly or during the first week af-

ter admission, there was reasonable safety in returning the patient pretW'ely to his hOlls, to await observation of further difficulty.

In liew

it was found in fracture cases that the danger of death fram fracture

4Ibid •

5~., Vol. II, p. 114.
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of any site, particularly o£ skull fractures decreased steadily and
quickly after the tirst week following the accident and emergency admission. 6 In Louisville there were many possible skull fractures ruled
out from emergency slinic, which were not admitted at all to the crowded
wards and, therefore, were not part of this study; this fact makes abso-

.

lute comparison between Louisville and New York patients impossible.
In general the New York study concerning length ot hospital stay

was quite interesting, as they could: compare such tactors as economic
bracket, place of residence in the metropolis, type

or

diagnosis, and age,

for all their patients in TolYntary and municipal hospitals alike.'

They

found that -the main determinant ot length ot stay was the diagnosis of
the patient.- a Amoag diagnostic groups where the majority

or

discharges

occurred in first week ot hospitalization were chronic infection&! hypertrophy of tonsils and adenoid,

non~ignant

neoplasms, fractures of the

upper extremity, abortions, malignant neoplasms, deflection of the septum,

hemorrhoids.

and

As

they point out these are not all minor coDdi-

tions; but sometimes, as in the case ot the cancer patients, indicate
-transitional hospitalization during the lengthy course of the sickn.ss:~
Malignant neoplasms were also in the top of the list ot diagnoses causing
oTer-long hospitalizations, two months or more flO as were fractures of th
6

~.,

Vol. II, p. 114.

'Ibid., Vol. I, p. 113, ff.

aD!!.,

p. 110

~ D!9..,

p. Ill.

10

I!!!!., p. 111
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lower extremity, tuberculosis of the respiratory system, osteomyelitis,
etc.

In the New York group over-long stays were not always due to chron-

ic disease, but often to protracted hospitalization for typical acute
conditions, such as fracture of the hip or pelvis.

In New York a direct

correlation between age and length of hospital stay was shown, and there
were increasingly higher proportions of longer stays in each of their diagnostic groups as age advanced. ll Contrary to the New lork investigator's expectations, financial status:wu nat found to correlate with
length of stay for certain diagnoses.
The New York study was aot able to distinguish in the matter of
readmissions which patients were readmitted to hospitals for the same
illness (a matter of transfer, occurring very seldom in Louisville, where

..

there is but one municipal hospital) and those readmitted to other hospitals for recurrences or complications of the original illness.

Therefore,

their figures are not meaningful to their study as a whole, nor to us in
comparing Louisville's experience on readmissions to Genera! Hospital.
The consensus in the 14ft' York study on length of stay is worth
otinga 12
Length of stay for non-operative patients covers a variety of situations such as those of the patients who came to the hospital for final
diagnostic stat_ents, patients who started a medical therapeutio
treatment there to be continued at home, and patients who have to be
hospitalized for a protracted medical tre.t.ent. • ••
.
In most instances of major surgery, hospital service 2l m 12 t2!t
weeks li needed to provide patients with the Deceesary post-operative
care. In case of appendectomy, surgical teChnique has been developed

llillS.., p. 113.
12 Ibid ., Vol. III, pp. 77 --,-7~8--.!7LL9~._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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to SQch an extent that most of these patients may leave after less
than two weeks' stay, 1n many instances aboQt eight days after the
operation. Approximately 25% of patients. • • .operated in a nonacute stage and thus presenting favorable conditions for rapid recovery, were discharged within the first two weeks • • • • vata on
length of stay of operated patients are significant for the postoperative care of the conditions involved. • • • •
In considering the accompanying tables on average length of hos-

pitalization for diagnostic groups in the study grOQP of prematQrely
discharged patients it is iuteresting to coapare them with the companion
tables on the one hQDdred routinely
group.

~isCharged

patients in the control

The premature group actaally had longer average admissions to

general surgery special service tor tOQr diagnostic groupings. lacerations and abscesses; hernias; stab and
and appendectoay.

~he

guuhot wounds; and appendicitis

I

routinely discharged group had longer average stay.

in this division tor amputations and the category "all other diagnoses."
The range ot stay was very widespread as was shown in Tables 3 and 4.
When the average length ot hospital stay tor patients admitted on
orthopedic service is compared tor study and control groQPs, it can be
seen that on the average the prematurely discharged patients stayed for
tour days longer on the wards than the routinely discharged patients were
kept on this special surgical service.

Routinely discharged patients

stayed on the average about half the average stay of the prematurely discharged patients, though

pr~tur.ly

disoharged patients with arm and

wrist fractures were discharged after twioe the average length of hospitali.ation of patients in this category who were routinely discharged.
Routinely discharged patients stayed an average of two more days, or onethird again as long, as the prematurely discharged patients. However,
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. TABLE 6 PART I

,.

I~CIDBNCE OF DIAGNOSIS BY TYPE OF SURGICAL SPECIAL~'YI
GiNJiRAk SURGmya
FOR OKE HUNDRED PATIOTS PREJIATURELY DISCHARGED IN JULy AND AUGUST 1946
SHOWING LENGTH OF AVERAGE STAY AND TOTAL D4YS STAY PER DIAGNOSTIC GROUP

!Jiagnosis
Total

..

MO. of
Patients

Average Length of
Hospital Stay by Days

Total
Days stay

31

General Average 10 da.

368 daya

Lacerations, with repair

8

2 3/4 daya

22 daya

Hernias and herniorrhapy

7

14 days

99 days

:stab woWlde

4

3 3/4 days

1; clays

Appendicitis ,appendectomy

3

8 2/3 days

26 days

Ulcer, skin graft

3

4 2/3 days

14 days

Amputations

2

27 1/2 days

55 days

13 1/10 days

131 daye

~1 other d1a&nos ee b

taken.

10

aCf. fart IV from which the number of patients on the ser'fice is
Similar tables will be shown immediately for the other specialtiea

bThese diagnoses included four unusually long stays for gastrostomy, cholescystectomy, cellulitis and burns with grafting lpatients already mentioned in the foregoing computation of the average length of
stay). This group also included, however, diagnoses requiring short stays
ranging from one day through seven days for other patients, having a variety of diagnoses, including mastectomy, trigemiDal neuralgia, excision
of sebaceous cyst, etc.
the general average for orthopeclics as a whole show that the prematurely
discharged patients were hospitalized 10 days while routinely discharged
patient. were hospitalized an average of 6 days.

Therefore, total day.

stay was greater for the study group of prematurely di.charged patients
~han for the orthopedic patients in the routirlely discharged category.
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TABLI 6 PART II
INCIDENCE OF DIAGNOSES BY TYPlI: OF SURGICAL SPECIALTY. ORTHOPEDIC SERVICJl*
:rOR O~ll: HUNDRED PATIENTS PRElIATUR.i1LY DISCHARGED IN JULY AND AUGUST 1,46 _
SHOWING LENGTH OF AVlI:R-'GE STAY AND TOTAL STAY PER DIAGNOSTIC GROUP
AT LOUISVILLE ~ENERAL HOSPl~

Diagnosis
Total
fractures
fractures
fractures
fractures
fractures

.

No. of
Patients

Average Length of
Hospital Stay by Days

Total
Days Sta]

2,

General Average 10 Da.

290 days

11
3
2
4

15 days
6 2/3 days
1 1/2 days
3 1/2 days

234
20
3
13

26

of leg, hip
of arm, wrist
of skul
of other bODes

days
days
days
clays

Osteomyelitis

1

4 days

4 days

Capsulotomy of Knee Cap

1

12 days

12 days

Synovectomy of Knee Cap

1

4 days

4 days

"

~.

!art, IV from which the nwaber of patients is taken.

Of •

.t'art I. . The range of stay on orthopedio service was from one day through

sixty-four days.
This same thing is shown by the table 011 the next page on gynecology patients' average stay in the premature group, and in its oompanion
table on routinely discharged patients.

The total days stay is more than

twic. as great for prematur.ly discharged patients on this specialty as
for routinely discharged patients.

Again we find the general average for

prematurely discharged gynecological patients with hysterectomy or other
diagnosis is much longer than for routinely discharged patients; elev.n
days average as against five and fiv.... ixths days for routine group.

I

Hysterectomies were the only strictly comparable single diagnostic grOU~~J
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TABLE 6 PART III

lNOIDRNCI OF DIAGNOSES BY TYPE or SURGICAL SPEOIALTY. GYNEOOLOGY*
FOR ONE HUNDRED PATIENTS PREMATURELY DISCHARGED JULy 1946, SHOJI-·
ING LENGTH or HOSPITAL STAY BY AVERAGE NUliBER OF DAYS AND TOT.AL
STAY LOUISVILLE GEN:iRAL HOSPITAL

No. of
Patients

Average Length of
Hospital Stay by Days

Total

Total

17

General Average 11 Da.

175 days

lHysterectaay

13

13 3/4 days

165 days

iPel vic Inflammatory
Disease

3

2 ?/3 days

8 days

Foreign Body in Uterus

1

2 days

2 days

.lJiagnosis

Days Stay

*The

·.'

remaining serT.ices with a small number of patients per service will be tabulated in Part IV, by service rather than by individual
diagnoses.
cOBmon to both control and study groups.

Besides this diagnostic group,

nowever, other groups spent longer in the hospital in the routinely dispharged group than in the prematurely discharged group.
~he

The severity of

routine patients' diagnoses is probably the explanation of this fact.
other specialties on surgery present an interesting comparison be-

~ween

average length

trol groups.

or

hospitaliJation for patients in the study and con-

For General Medicine (or non-operative surgery) the average

stay of the prematurely discharged patients was eleven days, and of the
routinely discharged group, forty days, principally because of one patient who had to stay 165 days.

Routine stays on eye service .ere longer

than prematurely discharged patients spent.

Proctology had so few pa-

itients no real 8.Ver&.28 could be computed, but the figures were similar .. _
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TA:BLE 6 PART IV

",

mCIDDCE OF PATIENTS ON SPECIAL SURGICAL SPECIALTIESa GENERAL llEDICINE
(NON-OPERATIVE SURGERY), EYB, PROCTOLOGY, AND GUITO-URINARY S:mVICBS
SHOWING LENGTH OF HOSPITAL STAY BY AvmAGE NtDfBER OF DAYS STAY AND
TOTAL STAY LOUISVILLE GENlmALHOSPITAL
I'm PR.EMA'l'URE DISCHARGES
No. ot
Patients

Surgical Service
Tot ala

100

General Medicine
(Non-operative surgery)

j

Eye Service

2

Proctology

SerTi~e

Genito-Urinary Service

.
"

Average Length ot
Hospital Stay by Days

Total
Days Stay

General Average
10 3/4 dayS

1016 days

11 days

;; days

4 days

8 days

;

4 1/; days

21 days

;

31 1/2 days

1;9 days

Total tor General Surgeryb
Total for Orthopedics c

37

10 days

368 days

29

10 days

290 days

Total for Gynecologyd

11

11 days

115 days

~s figure is the grand total tor all special services, included in the four separate parts of this sectional table.

bTotals transferred from Part I of the table for cumulative total
cTotals transferred trom Part II.
dTotals transferred from Part III.
for the two groups.

Genito-urinary stays were invariably long in both

groups, being several days longer in the prematurely discharged group
than in the routine discharges.

There was only one neuro-surgical pa-

tient in the premature group, and he was counted in general surgery for

------- ~------~-·-T.-U---LE~-, Pill!

J!'-

DOIDDOI OF DIAGNOSTIO GROUPINGS BY SPEOIAL TYPE OF SURGERY
GlnfiRAL SUBGBRY
FOR ONE HUNDRED PATIli:NTS ROUTINELY DISCHARGID IN JULY AND
AUGUST 1946 SHOWING LENGTH OF STAY (AVERAGE) AND TOTAL
STAY PER DIAGNOSTIO GROUP AT

LOUISVILLE 'GENERAL HOSPITAL
No. ot
Patient.

Average Length ot
Hospital stay by Days

Total
Days Stay

Total

46

General Average 9 Da.

409 Days

Lacerations, abscess

10

1 3/5 days

Diagnostic Groui on
Special Service

.

,

16 days

Herniorrhaphies

1

1 day

1 day

Stab, and. guashot wound.

5

1 4/5 days

9 days

Appendicitis ,appendectomy

4

6 1/4 days

25 days

Ulcer, burn and grafting

1

31 days

37 days

Amputations

S

3 3/5 days

18 days

20

15 1/7 days

303 day.

All other cliagnos e.

c

act. Table 6, Part I, which is a companion table to this table,
comparable tigures tor the 37 patients prematurely discharged on
General Surgery service du.ring the same period ot time.

~iving

bIn the accompanying tables on routine discharges, gynecology,
orthopedics, will be separated as General Surgery is here, by typical diagnoses, while proctology, eye, genito-urinary, neuro-surgery will only
be sUDllJl8.rized as they account tor tew patient ••
eThese diagnoses included unusually long stays tor cellulitis ot
ankle with skin graft, cystic breast, eczema ot breast; thoracotCl!'7'
!Vagotomy tor duodenal ulcer. and gasteroenterostomy tor duodenal ulcer
~d stenosis of the Jejunum, who were mentioned in the computation ot average stay tor this entire grou.p ot routine discharges. They may be com~ared with the tour prematurely discharged patients whose diagnoses are
given in Footnote b ot Table 6, Part I. This group included also, several patiems who stayed only one day, as in cases ot tuberculous abscess
ot the neck,(inoperable). tenorrhaphy; or two days, as early gangrenous
diabetes; and tenorrhaphy of the tinger.
~he
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.'1'.W& 1 PART II
INOIDENCE OF DIAGNOSTIO GROUPS BY TYPE OF SURGICAL SPECIALTYaORTHOPEDIOStt
FOR ONE HUNDRED PATIENTS ROOTINELY DISCHARGED IN JULy .AND AUGUST
1946 SHOWING LENGTH OJ' A.VERAGE LENGTH OF STAY AND TOTAL STAY
PER DIAGNOSTIO GROW LOUISVILLE GENEIW.. HOSPITAL

Diagnosis

No. of
Patients

Total

19

Fractllres
11
fractures of leg, hip
fractures of arm, wrist
fractures of other bODes

.
"

Average Length of
Stay by Days

General Average 6 Da. 114 Days
6 days

11
2
4

Total
Days Stay

1 days
3 days

5

1/4 days

105 days

18 days

6 days
21 days

Tenosynivitis

1

3 days

3 days

Osteotomy of tibia

1

6 days

6 days

*2(. similar table on premature discharges on orthopedics, Table
6, Pari

~I.

The range of stay 011 orthopedic service for this group of routine discharged was from one day, as in cases of fractured ankls and
fractured clavicle, to thirty-two days for a fractured femur. This range
was actually not so great as in the case of the twenty-nine orthopedic
patients who were discharged prematurely (ruge from one day through
sixty-four days).
that reason.

The neurological group of six patients routinely dis-

charged stayed an average of "six and one-sixth days.
All in all the average lengths of stay for prematllre patients
were ten and three-fourths days, as compared with twelve and seT8n-terrths
days in the routinely discharged group.

However, in many categories of

specific diagnoses, and on services which only admitted a small number of
patients, the premature patients averaged longer hospitalisations than
did patients with ,the same ,diagnoses in the routinely discharged group.

;0
.,

. TABLJ:

1 PART III

INCIDENCE OF DIAGNOSTIC GROUPS BY TYPE OF SURGICAL SPECIALTY a GYNECOLOGY.
FOR ONE HUNDRED ROUTINELY DISCHARGED PATIl!:N'l'S IN JULY AND AUGUST 1946
SHOWING LENGTH OJ" AVIRAGE STAY BY DAYS AND TOTAL LENGTH OJ" STAY
LOUISVILU: GENERAL HOOprrAL

No. of
Patients

Diagnosis
Total

12

ATerage Length ot
Stay by Days

Total
Days Stay

5 5/6

10 Days

clay-

HysterectOily

2

11 1/2 day-

23 days

Abortions (and miscarriage)

4

5

3/4 day-

23 days

Cautery ot cerTix

2

6 1/2 days

13 days

Carcinoma of cerTix
(radiWll therapy)

1

1 days

other diagnoses*

3

4 2/3 days

T days
14 days

*This grouping included all other patients, cases suspension of
the ute~s, endo.etrial hyperplasia tor dilatation and curettage, and
cerTical strain.
Important as the length of hospitalization is the length ot time
~hich

elapses between an operation and discharge.

In the case ot prema...

turely discharged patients this factor should be of eTen greater importance than tor the routinely discharged patient, for the general wellbeing of the patient, and considering his care at home atter discharge.
In Table
charged.

8 are figures tor one hUDdred patients who were prematurely dis·
Eighteen tamale surgical colored patients who had operatione

performed during hospitalisation stayed an aTerage ot seTen and one-sixth
days atter operation.. The twel Te patients on male surgical colored ward
lin the study group, who had operatione, stayed seTen and one-halt days,

•

;1
-

TABLlC

7

PART IV
•

INCIDINCI OF PATIENTS ON SPECIAL DIAGNOSTIC SURGICAL SPECIALTIESa
GINlCRAL MEDICINE, Ill, PROCTOLOGY, .AND GlNITO-lJRINARY. AND
NlWRo-SORGmy smVICIS SHOUING LlNGTH or STAY BY AVERAGE
NIDlBER OF DAYS STAY AND TO'l'AL STAY AT LOUISVILLB:
G:.tmmRAL HOSPITAL FOR ROUTINE DISCHARGBS

==================================1
Average Length ot
Total
No. ot
Surgical ::Jervic.
Patients
•
100

Days oital

DayS Stal

12 and 7/1oths

1,270 Days

General Medicine
(non-operative surgery)

;

40 d,aYSb

Eye Service

7

12 1/7 days

Proctology Service

1

4 days

Genito-Urinary Service

4

26 1/4 days

10; days

Neurology Service

6

6 1/6 days

37 days

TGtal&

"

201 days

8;

days

4 days

Total for General Surgeryc

46

9 days

409 days

Total for Orthopedics c

19

6 days

114 days

Total for GynecologyC

12

; ;/6 days

70 days

~ is the grand total for all patienis stu.died of the routinely discharged patients on surgical service, the entire control group.

bThis average and total 1s so high in proportion to number of patients on general ••4iciDe divieion of surgical service because of one
patient with diabetes, otitis, and degenerative condition of the liver
who stayed 16; days.
cThe• e totals are transferred from the separate Parts I, II, and
of Table 1 on routine discharges, immediately preceding this comparative table.
II~

after operation.

The white .en stayed an average of about six and one-

half days, and the white women stayed an average of seven and two-fifths

~.

.-

i

::.

: V1 P;,GE STAY FOR ONE HUlIDP.:CD PRE1.:',TT}TlELY
J,CCORDI:~G

,,~m

OK:.:: ITIJ:IDRLD R()t;'I'I ;illLY IJ =SC':.2Gl:.I) ::.:t'TI GIC •.L Pr.TIL.TS

TO SPhCIlJ. SUHGi!;Ry------------------------LU,'I,sVE.L3 Gi,,:.,;R;,L

HO~;PIT.·J.-Ji;LY

1946

4 DAYS FeR I 1 P.,TUNT

OLOGY

4/7 D,~Y.s
7 P' TIE!lTS

\.n

'"

11 Day! 3 FOR 5
P"TIE:ITS

GYNECOLOGY

5 ~'()R 13

4 D..YS FOR

I 5 Pi. TIENTS

.YS FOR 12 I PATn.':TS

P,:.TIL;lTS

DAYS FOR 129 P"TU,:TS

GiJ.QJlAL

FOR 19

DAYS FOR 137 P,.TU,lITS

SURG&RY

Fig. 3.--Average Stay per Surgical Service of Study and Control Groups

DAYS

Pj..TI~JTS

IFOR 46
Pi.'T'H:as
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days after operation. Most of the patients who had operations on female colored ward
had to have extensive surgery, including cutery of the cervix as ....11
as some type of hysterectomy.

The pati.nts on the 1II8le wards often had
I

herniorrhaphies performed, staying an av.rage stay of five and two-fifths I
days atter operation.

The

m.n who had prostatectomies performed stayed

mtlch longer on the average, probably dtle to the greater seriousness of
the operation itself and the chronicity ot the complaints which reqt1ire
such

r~dical

stargical interTention.

'the advanced age or these patients

might also have been a reason for prolonged hospitalilation atter operation, eTen in this prematurely discharged group ot patients.

By contrast the patients with grafts tor ulcers or burns were
discharged qu.ite soon after su.rgery, from one to two days following operation.

AmputatioDS kept the patients longer atter operation than most

other surgical procedtares.

The same ratio between length ot hospitali.a-

tion and length of stay following stargery was noticed tor the group routinely discharged, with more serious procedures -requiring longer postoperative stays.

lbe general post-operatiTe aTe rage was longer tor pa-

tients routinely discharged than tor those prematurely discharged.
l~CIDDca

OF RlW>UIS5IONS FCR RECURRENCIS OJ' ORIGINAL ILLNESS

Readmission is the ter.m applied to the second or third hospitalilation of the same patient.

Ordinarily statistics are not kept in the

hospital record room at General Hospital about readmissions; each time a
patient is readmitted to the same or to another serTiee ot the hospital.t- __
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TABLE 8
LiNGTH or POST-OPERATIVE STAY fOR SiVJ:NTY PATlINTS OF ONi: Ht1HDRJi:D PRli1UnJRELY
DISCHARGiD PATIINTS rROU SURGICAL WARDS AT LOUISVILLE GENERAL HOSPITAL
JULY 1946 SHO'fING TOTALS BY COLORiD AND iWiIT~ MALi AND J'iUALK
'lARDS AND HOSPITAL STAY BY INn:RVALS or mREE DAYS
Ho. pi tal Stay
(leterval by Day.)
One day
Two days
Three days

ramale
White

remale
Colored

Yale
Colored

0
2
2

2
0

0

3

0

2

Yale
'ihih
7
4
2

Total Patient.
tor J.ll .&r4.
Total Day.
11
11
6
12

.1

24 pt ••

1
0
0

rour days
Fin day.
Six daya

2

1
1

2
2
0

4
1

1

,
4

3
3
4

0
0
0

0
1
0

0
2
0

0
2
1

1
0
0

0

0
2

1
2
1

0
0
0

0
1
0

0
0
0

0
2
0

.!

~

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
1

0
0
0

Nineteen thru Twenty-one daye

,

Twed y-two daye
Twenty-three days
Twenty-tour days
Twenty-fiv. day.
Twent y-six day.

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
1

1
0
0
0
0

0
0
2
0
0

day.

48

2
4

105 day.
20
44

~

0

~

112 day.

3

0
42

...Q

...Q

0
0

0
0
18

3 pte.

Sixteen day.
Seventeen day.
Eighteen days

68
21

10 pte.
Thirteen days
Fourteen day.
Fifteen daye

36

3
6
13 pt ••

Ten day.
neven day.
Twelve days

day.

20
12

...£

15 pta.

Seven day.
Eight days
Nine days

n44

.!.

42 day.

1 pt.
o pts.

is day.

1
0
2

22
0

3

pts.

o day.
~

70 day.

0

0

..1

26

1 pt.

26 days

70 pt ••

485 day.
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he is siaply coUDted as another "admission". Therefore, there were no
statistics on file with which to compare the readmission rate found
either in the

st~dy gro~p

of tho.e patients prematurely discharged after

curtailment went into ettect in

J~y

1946, or in the contro!

gro~p

of

those patient. routinely discharged during the same period.
However, a comparison ot the

st~dy

and control

gro~ps

themselves

:::.~:':::rt::·t::::~:::.:a:t::t::'::-:::·:::::: O:-::::::::-:ho~~ I
of

.ar. aeodod to .....iDa. or to .~.to hi. tr.at.ont, a r ••lU'r.....

his symptom!, necessitatiZlg
the

i~iness

beyond

ord~nary

f~her

or

I

treatment, sometime. a prolongation of I

expectations of the ..dic~ and nursing staftJ

and sometimes they are il1dices to the patients' tolerance for illness.

I

From the foregOing it should be apparent that for anyone patient a read-I
mission may not show all these factors in his medical care; tor 80me pati8nt. readmission will show plainly that tolerance tor the illness has
broken down for physical and/or for emotional
has

s~ccumbed

ca~ses,

that the patient

again to his illness to such an extent that he needs organw

i,ed medical and nursing care.

In other cases the most important meaning

of a certain readmission may be the reflection that home care is not sutficient for this person's needs at this time, or perhaps that he is act~ly

in worse condition than at the time of discharge and needs hospital

care, perhaps even more acutely than on the first admission; this is primarily true of those patients in terminal stages of their illnesses who
must return again and again to the hospital, in spite of good care at
home.

I
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In llaking thi8 study of premature end routine discharg.s trOll

Louisvill. General Hospital, c.rtain hypotheses were advanced, among them
hat r.admissions, as a sign ot ditticulty encountered in the course of
edical car., might be expected to re-occur more trequently and more
quickly in the patients prematurely di8charged than in the pati.nts rouinely discharged under curtailm.nt.
For the purpose ot the study only those readmissions w.r. considr.d frOlll the charts that were truly:recurrenc •• ot the original illnes8
r expected caaplications; another illn.ss, appar.ntly unrelated to the
riginal diagnoses or to complications, ...as not considered in the tabulaing of readmissions for either study or control group.

Certain tact.

,

bout .ach r.admi8sion were coasider.d; the length of stay of the original I
iagnos.d illness, the interval bet...e.n original discharg. and readmisson, the l.ngth ot r.admission, and whether there w.re more than one readssion in the period under study, ...hich was the six months fQllowing discbarge tor most ot the patients (from July or August 1946 through January
or F.bruary 1941).
In the premature group ot patients .ighte.n r.admissions were

oted tor t ....lve pati.nts.

Thes. r.admissions totall.d ninety-eight hos-

or an average ot eight and one-sixth days p.r r.admitt.d paTh. total hospital stay, counting readmissions of th.s. tw.lve
atients, ...as 268 days, or an av.rage of t ...enty-two total hospital days
er readmitted patient.

Th. average length of r.admission was short. four

of the twelve patients stayed l.ss than thr.e days on their r.turn to the
ds.

The length ot original hospitalization was ot course short tor

5'1

DISTRIBUTION OF HOOPITAL DAYS STAY FOR TWBLVE PREllATURELY DISCHARGID
PATIENTS AND FOR ILEVlm ROUTINELY DISCHARGED PATIENTS UADlIITTED
TO LOUISVII..I..:g GIHIRAL FROM JULy 1~46 THROUGH JANUARY 194'1

Length of Readmission

Prematurely
Discharged

Routinely
Discharged

One day under three days

4 patients

6 patients

Three days under five days

o patients

1 patient

Five days under seven days

3 patients

o patients

Seven days under nine days

1 patient

1 patient

Nine days under eleven days

1 patient

neven days under thirteen days

1 patient

o patients
o patients

Thirteen days under twenty-two days

1 patient

1 patient

Over twenty-two days

1 patient

3 patients

Total days readraitted stay

12 patients

98 days total

11 patients
157 days total.*

~e total days stay for readmitted routinely discharged patients
is higher than that for prematurely discharged patients because or the
fact that one patient had to be readmitted 12 days after his first admission of two days for a 6o-day stay, as a boarder, because of lack of
community facilities. Two other patients had hospital readmissions requiring 30 days each. No one in the prematurely discharged group of patients who had to be readmitted had to remain for the readmission for
more than 26 days.

these readmitted patients, as can be seen from the accompanying figure
readmissions for prematurely discharged patients.

OD.

Conversely their aver-

age length interval between original discharge and readmission, or between first readmission discharge and later second or third readmission,
was quite long.

I

The average original admission stay for these twelve_J
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readmitted patients, prematurely discharged patients, was tourt.en and
one-sixth days, while their average interval between admissions and read-

missions was twenty-nine and one-halt days.
For the routinely discharged patients in the control group the

the number ot readmissions was one-third greater in the prematurely discharged patients than it was in the routinely discharged patients.

They

spent 151 days in readmitted stays.
ror the most part routinely discharged patients were readmitted
tor shorter stays than was true tor prematurely discharged patients.

The

range ot readmissioms was trOll1 two days, the length ot time that tour ot
the eleven patients stayed in this group, to eight days, sixteen days, up
to sixty days.

The average length ot readmitted stay was thirteen and

one-twelth days, and the average stay per readmitted patient in the group
was fourteen and three-elevenths days.

The total hospital stay for these

eleven readmitted patients was 264 days, or an average of t ....nty-tour
days per r.admitted patient who had been routinely discharged at original
admission.

The median length ot readmitted stay tor this group ot paw

tients was t ...o and one-half days, while the median length of readmission
tor the prematurely discharged group ot r.admitted patients was six days.
The average original stay tor routinely discharged patients who
had to be readmitted was nine and eight-elevenths days, while the average

~----~-----~----------

i.ter?&! bet.een readmi8sions and original admissions' di8charge. was
t"enty and eight-eleyenths days.

The figure. for this group of read-

mi tted patients are shown in the accompanying figure, showing length of

hospitalization before routine discharge, interval before readmission,
length of readmission, and subsequent interyals and further readmissions.
Reasons for readmissions .ere exacerbations of original illness,
as in the case of sarcoma and carcinoma, eC.lema, gangrene due to diabetes
or injury, etc •• compLications of the original illness "hich "as reactiYated to such an extent that readmission .as necessary, as in cases of

,

gangrene deyeloping at the site of an amputation, or ulcers deyeloping at

I

the donor sites ot gratting in burn cases.

Sometimes readmissions were

clearly the result of mismanagement at home, orot lack ot convalescent
care in the community.

In

other cases recurrent illness seemed more re-

lated to poor medical care during original admission, or tollowing premature or routine discharge, than to the Dature ot the illness, this seemed
true ot the S8yeral patients who had to be readmitted tor the excision of
foreign bodies traa their origine.! fractures or .ounds, and tor seyeral
patients "ho were not completely diagnosed at the original admission.
This last factor of iaproper treatment sometimes seemed closely related
to the patients' W1cooperati yeness .ith the medical or nursing staff,
seyeral of them had 18ft against advice.
THE CLINIC CARE OF STUDY .AND CONTROL GROUPS AT LOUISVILLE GENERAL
HOSPITAL, DISCHARGID DURING JULY AND AUGUST 1,46

Clinic care is an important phase of the total care of any patient

!
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in a public hospital, or of any public medical care program, for the ex-

pense of ward care is too great without the effioient use of the hospital's clinios.

Not all patients require the same amount of personal carel

at the time of their discharge from the ward, depending upon type of illness or injury, how long they have been in the hospital, etc.

The amount

ed extent and complexity of clinic care may partially depend upon the
same factors.

In making this study of prematurely discharged patients,

and comparing them with a ccmtrol gr,oup of

8ll

equal number of routinely

discharged patients who left the hospital during the same weeks as the
study group, the hypothesis was advanced that the prematurely discharged
group would be found to need prolonged clinic care, in comparison with
the control group.
Prolongation and frequency of clinic care are not always found in
the same case, as infrequent clinic attendance may be prolonged over an
extremely long and debilitating illness; while often the patient whose
trouble requires him to come often, as many as three or four times a week
to surgery clinic to have a wound dressed, for instance, may not have to
return to clinic more than two or three weeks before he is cured.

'l'here-

fore, prolongation and frequency of clinic attendance must be thought of
principally as indicators of whether the illness is serious and whether
the patient is following instructions regarding care after he leaves the
hospital.

Frequency is perhaps a less accurate measure of the need of

care than is prolongation of clinic attendance.
The factor that concerned the investigator most, in regard to
clinic care of both groups of patients, however; .ischarged, was

that~o

i

many patients did not return to olinio at all" and many oame only onoe.

"

This definitely meant that the hospital did not know what progress these
patients had made after premature or routine disoharge from the ward.
This indioated a laok of oooperation on the part of some of the patients
who did not return:

a laok of proper medioal or medioal-sooial follow-up

Iwork from the hospital itself or from publio health units in the oity and

i oounty

whioh had been ourtailed at the same time the ward servioe at Gen-

I

ieral Hospital was ourtailed.

In gen~ral the indifferenoe of the patients

to clinio servioe in these study and oontrol groups in Louisville is similar to that of patient groups in many munioipal hospitals.

It is one of

the most diffioult problems of publio medioal oare to effeot a good medioal follow-up of even the most seriously ill patients.

."

Clinic care is often dependent upon the oondition of the patient
. when he left the ward.

If he was a bed patient upon discharge" the pa-

tient would probably postpone olinio care, or perhaps overlook it entire, lYe
!

I

In the group of one hundred prematurely discharged patients" the

I

I

investigator oontaoted seventy patients and the families of four patients
who died before the investigation, making a total of seventy-four patients on whom information was secured.
pitals where they were given bed oare.

Six patients went to other hosFifty-eight of the seventy-four

,patients oontaoted were disoharged from General Hospital with orders for
: bed rest.

Most of these patients were oared for by relatives; onlyelev-

I en were ambulatory or partially ambulatory upon discharge.
".

In this study group of prematurely disoharged patients who were
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"

!rirlted: all reported that tile doctor. on the ward. had. 1DStructod th..

I before they left the hospital as to proper care. Sometimes brief instruction had also been given to the person in the family who was to be
responsible tor the patient's home care.

Private doctors were called by

tourteen of the one hundred prematurely discharged patients.

teen patients were visited a total ot sixty-eight times, or tour and
six-sevenths times per patient

01'1

the average.

This tigure is roughly

comparable to the number of clinic visits made by other patients, as it
represents another type ot

medic~l

follow-up.

at the seventy-four patients in this group who were contacted
twenty-three patients made no clinic visits toll owing their premature
discharge, while titty-one ot the seventy-tour returned to clinic one or
more times.

The general average tor the prematurely discharged patients

was five returns to clinic, or about the same number ot times required
tor follow-up care by those who had private physicians at their homes.
Twenty-six prematurely discharged patients could not be contacted
by the investigator, but their medical records revealed that they, too,
returned to clinic very rarely.

When the figures tor contacted and non-

contacted groups of the praaaturely discharged patients are counted, seY8nty patients returned one or more times, while thirty did not return at
all.
For the routinely discharged group ot one hundred patients, there
sixty-six patients who returned to clinic one or more times, and
hirty-four patients who failed to return.

The number ot times that the

jority ot patieDts returned, in both study

and

i

These four-I

control ,roupe, rang ••
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TABLIC 10

I'm

CLINIC VISITS FOR SEVENTY PREIlA'IURELY DISCHARGED PATIENTS
SIXTY-SIX ROUTINELY DISCHARGED PATIENTS OF LOUISVILLE
GENERAL HOSPITAL SURGERY WARDS FROM JULY 1946
THROUGH JANUARY 1941

Nuaber of Clinic Visits

Prematurely
Discharged
Patieuts

Routinely
Discharged
Patients

One through six visits

53 patients

53 patients

Seven through twelve visits

10 patients

6 patients

Thirteen through eighteen visits

5 patients

6 patients

OVer eighteen visits

2 patients

1 patient

Total Number of Patients
Total Number of Visits
bet.een one and six visits.

10 patients

335 visits

66 patients

330 visits

Fifty-three patients in each group of pa-

tients returned under six times to clinic.

As

can be seen in the accOlll-

panying table on the number of clinic visits for study and control groups
this represents about two-thirds of those patients of both groups who
kept any clinic appointments.

When it is remembered that thirty prema-

turely discharged patients and thirty-tour routinely discharged patients
failed to return at all to clinic, in spite of orders to do so, it can be
seen how little the clinic facilities are used.
Only fourteen patients, including those trom both study and con-

trol groups, had to attend to clinic more than twelve times, which

is~_
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extensive treatment procedure for surgical cases.
For the prematurely and routinely discharged patients, alike, the
greater number of persons returned less than seven times to clinic.
feVl persons returned more than tVlelve times to anyone clinic.

Very

Some paw

tients had to attend as many as three different clinics in order to obtain

follo~p

oare.

The prematurely and routinely disoharged patients

were quite similar in the matter of clinic attendance.
The scarcity of patients ret.urning more than ten times to the
clinics after discharged, whether premature or routine, indicates again
what an aoutely ill group of patients VIe are considering, for it is
principally chronically ill persons who usually fill the clinics, for
long periods of time. Many of the patients intervieVled said they Vlere

...

feeling fairly Vlell, or were trying to work, when the time for their
first clinic appointment came; they gave these reasons for failure to
complete the outlined program of clinic care.

Others Vlere not able to

get transportation to clinic at the proper time, and gave up attendance
because of its difficulties.

Fifty-nine of the seventy-four prematurely

discharged patients interviewed came back to clinic too few times to complete treatment outlined by their doctors Vlhen they lett the wards or
later when they returned to clinics.

At the time of the study medical

care VIas still not complete for some of these patients, and many who have
not completed care believe they are now well.

About eighty peroent of the

prematurely discharged patients failed to foUow directions regarding
clinic care.

or

course,· there are some patients whose illness is such

that though they have followed directions for care in clinic, their
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medical-~are- is still not complete, these patients should not be contus;d-r
with those who tailed to tollow directions.
Reasons tor prolonged clinic care in either group are interesting.
Essentially the same tactors seem to operate, no matter whether the patient was counted as a premature discharge or a routine discharge when he
lett the hospital.
of the type

The nature ot the diagnosis is the prime determinant

ot clinic care needed.

tions fram stab or

Burned patients, persons with intec-

gunshot wounds which required trequent dressings in

surgery clinic, had to return eighteen and twenty times to clinic.

An-

other diagnosis which caueed trouble and trequent Visits, after premature
or routine discharge, were prostatectomy and cystoscoPYI here we are deal-I
ing with chronic disturbances and with delicately balanced organs of the I

.

,

bodYJ it should be remembered that it was these same diagnoses which kept
oth groups of patients in the hospital tor the longest original stays,
d which in several cases caused their return to the hospital for read°ssion atter premature or routine discharge.

In both cases ot prostatec-

tomy age and general health were additional tactors ot importance in delaying recovery and in causing prolonged clinic attendance, often with
poor results tor the patient.
In analyzing those prematurely discharged patients' records who

returned to clinic twelve times or more, in most instances it seemed that
a good choice had been made tor premature discharge and prolonged clinic
care by which a saving of ward ta9ilities could be etfected.

Patients

eeding prolonged and trequent physiotherapy treatments, or treatment in
arico.e vein clinic, could come to the hospital for a segment of each
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TABLE II

DUGNOSES c.wSING 'lHB: WooT FRE.UENT CLINIC VISIT~ FOR ONi!: HUNDRED PR~'l'URELY
DISCHhRGiD PATIiNTS FROM LOUISVILLE GENERAL HOSPITAL JULY 1,46 AND
ONi HUNDRED ROUTI1~LY DISCHARGED PATI~S
WI'IH RiFiRENCi TO THE SPECIAL
SURGICAL SERVICI
~.rvice

and Diagno.is

Senile cataract. (eye)
Burns, grafting (g.s.)

Number of Patient.
Routinely
Discharged Discharged
~re..turely

1
1
1

..rthritis and lumbar-.acral
strain (g.' m.)
Lacerated wound of forearm (g.s.)
Gunshot wound of wrist (g.s.)
"Arthritis of wrist (tuberculosis)
with amputation of arm (g.s.)
~docrine !abelance (g.m.)
Cystoecopy and prostatectomy (g.u.)
Prostatectomy (g.u.)
Amputation of fingers (g.s.)
Abscess of fingers for I. and D.
Duodenal ulcer and va~otomy (g.s.)
il.cute appendectomy (g.s.)
Lacerations (g.e.)
Fracturss (orthopedics)
Hysterectomy (gyn.)
Saucerization of osteotomy
Amputations (g.s.)
Herniorrhaphy (g.s.)
Ischio-rectal abscess (procto.)
Concussion of brain, craniectomy
contusions of hsad (neuro.)
Incomplets abortion 19yn.)
Diabetes, gangrsne (g.m.)
Sprained vertebrae (ortho.)
Penetrating stab wound of thigh (g.s.)
B~el obstruction (g.s.)
Fetal adenoma of thyroid (g.m.)
Appendicitis (g.m.)
Carcinoma of cervh. (gyn.)
Fractured Mandible (ortho.)
Varicose veins (g.s.)

1
1

1

1
1
1

6
1
1
1

8

7
24

13
1

2

5
3

3
2
1
1

il.verage No. of
Clinic Visits
20 visits
19 visits
18 visit.

15 visita
15 visit.
13 visits
13 visits
12 visits
10 visits
8 visits
7 visita
7 visits
8 visits
4 visits
4 visits
3 visit.
3 visits
2 visits
2 visits
1 visit
none
Done

DOD.

1

none
none
none
none
nODe

1

Done

1

Doa.
none
nona

1
1

1

1

~hile this is not a complete listing of all diagnoses for both groups it is
suggestive of those diagnose. where patients moet frequently felt the need of continued clinic care after dischargel those diagnoses for which patients did not seek
clinic care.

,l

----~~~~
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day, when necessary, and carryon their convalescence at home, better th
on the hospital wards.

Apparently these patients were cared for at home,

and did very well with occasional visits to the clinics.
Certain operations and conditions required only a small average
number of visits to clinic after discharge, whether routine. or premature.
Hysterectomies and herniorrhaphies were among the less taxing operations,
in this respect, even though the original hospitalization may have been
prolonged tn relation to many

premat~re

and routine discharges' hospital-

Clinic visits were apparently helpful in most instances, and
ere were no complaints from the group of patients intervi ....ed, about
the clinic routine or nursing, as most patients realized under what diffi-I
culties the hospital was maimaining service.

..

The expense of clinic

I

visits was heavy, however, especially tar those patients who had to come.

II

y cab or ambulance, and it was also very difficult for ill persons to
come on the crowded busses and street-cars.
The accompanying table on the frequency of clinic visits by diagand surgical specialty shows the number of clinic visits in control
d study groups, although it is not a complete listing of all diagnoses,
it is indicative of the illnesses which caused the most frequent, as well
as the least frequent clinic attendance.
extent or prolongation of clinic care.

It only indirectly measures the

"

CHAPTER III
A StlJOIARY OF FINDINGS

As it has been shown in the chapter on the historical aspects ot
curtailment at General Hospital,

Lo~eville

and Jetferson County faced a

proble. of health administration which is apt to recur on tax-supported
medical programs, or tax-supported programs ot other types, such as welfare departments, institutions for the care ot children, ths aged, or
other special groups of the population dependent upon the general public
tor their support.

In many respects the Louisville experience

ot cur-

tailment, demanded by the reality of increasing costs of operation ot the I

..

Health Department which was not met with increased tax-support, has been

,

a common one in other comm1mitiss in America.

It must bs realizsd that

the philosophy of general public social services and health services is

ot rather recent development in the United States, where the philosophy
of political laissez-fairs prevailed almost untouched until the depression ot the 1930'. and the reorganization for war production and mobilisaItion ot DIaD-po"er in the second World War.

Theretore, it is not surpris-

ing that local communities with such a laissez-faire outlook still prevailing should still find it difficult to get tax-support for such public
welfare activities as public hospitals and clinics, nursss and doctors,
as "ell as for other needed social services.=----------------------

I

in
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Progress .in the sooia1 scienoes is very slow and growth is of'ten
a matter of political trends, suoh as the New Deal swing toward state intervention in business, proteotion of labor and aotive Federal partioipation in the sooia1 servioes.

Suoh trends also have a way of reversing

themselves through the inertia and unoonoern of the taxpayer.

Therefore,

Louisville's experienoe is only typioa1 and is not neoessari1y a permanent aspeot of health provision for the oitizens of Louisville and Jefferson County.

This does not imply,

h~ever,

that a oontinued ourtailment

of funds to be spent by the Health Department could be tolerated for very
long by the oommunity without definite damage to the physioal well-being
of a large group of oitizens unable to prooure private medioal oare beoause of insuffioient inoome.

Medioal oare is inoreasingly expensive to

purohase individually, beoause of the highly speoialized nature of the

"

praotioe of medioine and surgery of all types, and the prohibitive price
to almost the total oommunity of very speoial skills suoh as some operations, psyohiatrio consultation or treatment, etc.

Therefore, it should

be a serious oonoern to the oitizens of any oommunity whenever their
Health Department is unable to funotion properly due to any oause.

It is

partioularly serious when this oause is 1aok of government finanoing whio
has already been planned by previous legislators, but whioh is not implemented by tax appropriations in the proper amounts.

The whole matter is

oonoerned with the tax-raising and budgeting funotions of looal, state
and even of Federal governments, but the direot oonsequenoes will be felt
by the poorer groups of the population who must depend on the taxsupported servioes for medioal oare.
",
L -_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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In this study the direct results

ot curtailJaent of hospital ser-

vice at LouisTille General Hospital has been examined trom the experience

ot two similar groups of patients of the Hospital. We may assume that
each group was roughly siailar in tinancial background, the section of
C01IlDW1ity trom which they CaDle, and the amount of other social .erTices
they might haTe required.

This assumption can be made from the previous

experience ot the hospital administration and from the generally shared
tact of their eligibility to General,' Hospital.

The difference betweeD

the two groups was an arbitrary one, the fact of premature discharge
after a hospitalilation, or ot routiDe discharge.

These terms were de-

fined by the physicians in charge, and in lIWly cases it was apparent that
the terms were not Tery different in their meaning.
,

"

For instance, the

length ot hospital stay was Tery closely similar in the two groups when
patients in both groups with the same diagnosis were compared.

In many

cases it is true, ot course., that one patient may stay tor a day with one
diagnosis and because of the general condition betore injury or some
other tactor may be quite ready for discharge and therefore considered a
routine discharge, while another patient with an identical injury, tram
the surgical point of view, might baTe a disposition to illness, a seriou8 emotional or psychic reaction to an injury or illnes. resulting 1».
Ipsychosomatic complaints that might make hospitalization Tery desirable,
and if this latter patient is discbarged atter one day's care in the hospital, the doctors rightly feel they haTe discharged a patient prematurely, betore he was ready to leaTe without risk to his future health.
Therefore , the concep1s of routine and premature discharge are
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largely relative ones, whioh. are subjeot to many variable faotors in
eaoh patient's oondition or disposition.

They are useful for oomparison,

however, as they give us a method bywhioh patients who are treated under
a general ourtailment of servioe may be studied.
Sinoe ourtailment meant that fewer patients oould be served at
any given time on the wards, it oalled for a polioy of quiok turnover of
beds on eaoh ward whioh was left, and this in turn demanded s oms suoh
polioy as the "premature disoharge"

.

,

~f

a great number of patients urgent-

ly needing surgery were to be served by the hospital.

This ourtailment

meant that servioe was restrioted to aoutely ill or emergenoy oases of
injury on the surgioal servioe, beoause the ward spaoe was not large
enough to aooomodate eleotive surgery patients any longer.

.,.

This was al-

so true of general medioal patients and of pediatrio patients under ourtailment.

It was espeoially true of almost all obstetrio patients, ex-

oept those patients with the most serious oomplications of ohildbirth.
The psyohopathio wards were not affeoted beoause of partioular problems
of oare in the oommunity whieh they represented, and the faot that there
were no private faoilities within reaoh of the families of these patients
A seoond result of ourtailment was to deny oare to ohronioally
ill patients of Jefferson County and of Louisville, exoept the limited
oustodial faoilities of the Home for the Aged and Infirm at Shively.
This is a natural result of the ourtailment of faoilities for aoutely
ill patients.

In the end ohronioally ill patients will have to be pro-

vided for by the Health or Welfare Departments and the ourtailment plan
only oonfirmed the trend of negleot of these patients, postponing

L
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the day when care for them can be planned systematically.
frOID the facts of this study it would seem that curtailment has

had the expected results on the medical care of patients at GeneraJ. HoepitaJ..

Length of hospital care has been shortened for both groups, which

represent a sample of the totaJ. population of surgical patients, to such
an extent that the difference between premature stay and routine stay i8
practically negligible.

Clinic care has been maintained for both groups,

d used in practically the same
or prematurely discharged.

rat~o

by both groups, whether routinely

Readmissions have occurred in both groups withl
I

qual frequency, and tbe possible factor of causation in the premature

I

iscbarge has not been proved, though in ind1ri.dual cases it might be

!

emonstrated in later readmissions.

I

I

I

Iben the results fram obvious records of the medicaJ. charts and
rom the statements of the prematurely discharged patients are counted it
·s found that the prematurely discharged patients who were interviewed did
ot think premature discharge had much influenoed the course of their illesses and most of them claimed recovery or improvement of health, and
ere satisfied with care ree.ived.

~iCk,

The proportion of patients who were

well, or partially di8abled after premature discharge, can be com-

pared with the number of this same group who stated they were satisfied
r dissatisfied with h08pitaJ. or clinic care.
In general it can be determined from this study that premature

iscbarge or some such measure of hospital administration was necessary
or curtailment of hospUaJ. service, and that the results have fallen with
.____ equal force on those patients routinely and prematurely discharged

15
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from surgery.

Therefore, ourtailment has affected the g.neral hospital

population rath.r than only a specific group, those prematurely discharg.d.

Standards of oare have be.n maintained at the cost of shorter

and less complete service on the wards for all patients, however they
may have been desigJ:l&ted at the tille of their discharge.
Medical service has actually improved, as measured by the number
of internes on surgery service.

As in many of the civilian hospitals,

the war-time shortage of internes has decreased, and General Hospital had

I

during curtailment its pr .......r Jlumber of r.sid.nt statf, with s.ventyaeven internes and tw.nty-.ight doctors on rotating interneships,l and
tw.nty-one surgical residents and three residents on anesthesia care for
the surgery patients. 2 Nursing serTice has also been increas.d since
1945-1946 frOlll the average of six-tenths of an hour per day per patient
to the average of one and one-half hours per day per patient in 19461947. 3 This nursing s.rvice is given on the surgery service by twentyfour graduate and student nurses.

4

urse in the hospital is very high.

The ratio of stud.nt to graduate
Most wards have a nursing supervisor

who is a graduate, and sometimes there is an assistant, with the bulk of
bedside nursing done by students under superTision of the graduate.
~~tataments from Mr. w. u. walton, Hospital Administrator, Genral Hospital, March 1941.

2ill!.
3Statements fram the Office of Nursing Service and Nursing Educaion, General Hospital, March 1941.
4Statement frOll 1Ir. Walton's office,

!!!. ill...

I
I
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However, the hospital has not been able to keep all the positions authorized for graduate nurses filled with graduates during this curtailment
year. 5
Since the curtailment measure in July 1946, there have been various readjustments in the fiscal poli·cy.

These have been notable in that

there has been continued effort on the part of the Health Director and
his Board to gain an increase of finances for the Department's various
services, fra. whatever revenue sour,es seemed available.
Bridge funds were one source of help.

The Municipal.

Another source of support for,the

hospital was the savings from the hospital's operating budget, which resulted largely in the ability to keep all graduate nurse's positions
filled.

l~is

made it possible for the Hospital to reopen forty of the

beds which had been closed by the curtailment order on March 1st, 1941.
These beds can only be operated until the end of the fiscal year, June 30,
1947. 6 It is hoped by the administration that sufficient funds will be
appropriated for the new fiscal year to allow these beds to continue in
use, but think it probable that the hospital will again have to discontinu. use of these beds at the beginning of the new tis cal year when the
funds saved this year are used up.
From the material in the study it would seem advisable for the

medical staff to make greater use of the social service department in mak:
ing plans for prematurely and routinely discharged patients, but
'Letter frau

6Ibid •

Mr.W. 'U.

Walton to investigator, l4ay 15, 1941.
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particularly tor the. prematurely discharged grollp.

When the.e patients

were interviewed the meaning of their illnesses .ere discussed, and many
could have been helped to more camplete and ettective medical care following discharge it a careful medical social plan had been made.

With

continued efforts to improve the nursing service to the entire patient
grollp, General Hospital 01lght to be able to maintain reasonably satistactory hospital service to the individual who can be admitted to the ward,
in spite of curtailment.

It has

bee~

shown by the replies ot those pre-

maturely discharged, that nursing service was the only serious complaint
voiced against the hospital, and the patients themselves discounted the
etfect of premature discharge on their recovery.
Curtailment was designed as temporary measure to balance the budget of the health department of the city and county.

It was not consid-

ered a permanent aspect of public medical care in the community, and was
looked upon by the administrators as a necessary adjustment, but a dangerous one if followed for too long a time.

The practice of premature

discharging, for instance, had never before been employed at General
Hospital before curtailment made some such measure necessary.

While cur-

tailment is conceived as a temporary measure, and its effects on a small
sample group of the hospital's population in 1946-1941, has been shown
not to have been serious, it cannot be argued trom these facts that continued curtailment of needed health services should be tolerated by the
communi ty.

No basic changes in the organization of the Health Department

have been made because of the fact that curtailment· is
temporary measure.

thou~ht

However, the decision is up to the tax-

of as only
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appropriating bodies ot theci ty and county governments.

Curtailaent tor

a short time is untortunate, but tor an extended time might have serious
ettects on the health ot the community, the contidence of the public in
public medical services.
Hospital serTice is an important aspect ot health organization ot
any community.

The number ot patients serTed under curtailment is rough-

ly half the estimated number which should be provided tree or partial-pay
care in a community of Louisville's 8ize.

Therefore, the Louisville De-

partment of Health 8hould haTe the support ot the cOlllllunity in providing
increased and expanded health services, rather than in curtailing badly
needed services in all its branches. '
Hospital service is a caamunity problem, just as public education

.'

and sanitation, and tax appropriations must be made with this fact in
mind in order to etfect future savings to the community on its total
health bill.

",

APPENDIXES
I.

MONTHLY STATISTICS FOR LOUISVILLE GENERAL HOSPITAL

JULy 1946·APRIL 1941
TABLE 1
NUMBER OF PATIENTS PR1i34A.TURELY AND ROUTINB:LY DISCHARGED

Prematurely
Discharged

Routinely
Discharged

Total N\lDl)er
Discharged*

July 20-Sept. 6

481

562

1,043

Sept. 1-0ct. 6

341

350

691

Oct. 1-Nov. 6

318

486

804

Nov. T-Dec. 6

354

421

115

Dec. 7-Jan. 6 (1947)

349

411

766

Jan. 7-Feb. 6

280

481

761

Feb. 1-1Iar. 6

282

381

663

Mar. 7-Apr. 6

302

497

799

Apr. 1-lIay 6

273

507

180

2,986
patients

4,102
patient.

7,088
patient.

Interval.

Totals

*The figures for total discharges do not include deaths.
The statistics were taken from figures compiled in the Record
Room at LouisTille General Hospital.

---------------~-----

I. MONTHLY STArISTICS FOR LOUISVILLE GENERAL HOSPITAL
JULY 1,46-APRIL 1941

'.

TABLE 2

AVERAGE LENG'lB OF HOSPITALIZATION FOR ROUTII'mLY
A.ND FOR PREMATURELY DISCHARGIID PATIiNTS

Interval

."

Average
Average
Patients
Patients
Prematurely Hospital
Routinely Hospital
Discharged Stay (Days) Discharged Stay (Days)

July 20-Sept. 6

481

7.3

562

10.9

Sept. 1-0ct. 6

341

5.5

350

11.8

Oct. 1-Nov. 6

318

5.1

486

10.3

Nov. 7-Dec. 6

354

3.'

421

11.5

Dec. 1-Jan. 6 (1947)

349

4.2

417

11.4

Jan. 1-Feb. 6

280

5.0

481

11.0

Feb. 7-1Iar. 6

282

5.2

381

12.4

liar. 7-Apr. 6

302

6.0

497

11.8

Apr. 1-Uay 6

373

4.,

507

11.2
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TABLE 3

COIIPARISON

~outine

or

1946-1941 CURTAILMENT WITH 1940, 1945

Discharie.

~emature

Discharge.

Total Discn&rie.
~Terage

~ly

)lonthly Discharge

ATerage Number
Warda

~Terage

,
"

1940

1945

:l946-1941*

11,499

12,188

4,102 patient.

0

0

2,986 patients

1:l,49'

12,188

1,088 patients

951

1,065

787 patients

421.,

392.,

12,4

~

011

NUmber of Days Stay

5.2 days for
premature
11.4 days for
routine
!t.l days for
both

*The figures for 1946-1947 are for the nine month period under
atudy--July
20, 1946, through May 6, 1941.
.
-"
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COpy OF LE'l'TER FROM HOSPITAL ADMINISTRATION

LOUISVJ:LI,E AND JEFlI'ltRSON COUNTY BOARD OF HEALTH

Louisville 2, Kentucky
May

15, 1,41

Miss Ruth C. Davidson
156 Seventh Street, N. E.
Atlanta, Georgia
Dear Miss Davidson.
Please pardon my delay in replying to your letters of April 14, 1941, one
of which was addressed to me, and the other to Dr. John J. Phair • • • • •
I am attempting to answer the questi9nB you asked of Dr. Phair as tollows.
1. The bed capacity at the General Hospital was increased about Marchl,
1941 by forty (40) beds. FUnds necessary to operate these addition
al beds tor the balance ot this tiscal year (June 30, 1941, inclusive) were realized trom savings on our operating budget, resulting
largely trom our inability to keep all graduate nurse positions
authorized tilled. It is probable that we shall have to discontinu
these additional beds at the beginning ot our new tiscal year, unless a sizable increase is granted over last year's appropriation
tor operating requirements. We, ot course, hope that sufticient
tunds will be appropriated to permit the reopening ot our closed
wards, and the operation ot the hospital on a normal basis, during
the fiscal year of 1947-1948.
2.

• • • • Since the Board's original release, there has been some reallocation of funds between the facilities operated by the Board,
and the Department has been provided with additional tunds in the
amount ot '~2,OOQ.00 by the City of Louisville. • • • •

3.

The practice

ot discharging patients prematurely has never, to my
knowledge, been in eftect at the General Hospital, prior to the per
iod covered by your study, beginning about July 1, 1946•••••

• • • .If you tind that you need some further help, kindly do not hesitate
to call upon us.
Very cordially yours,
/s/ W. C. Walton

W. C. Walton
WCWlejh
Ene.

Administrator
Louisville General Hospital
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Fig. 2.--Organization of Louisville and Jefferson County Board of Health, General Hospital
and Waverly Hills Sanatorium after merger of Louisville and Jefferson County Health Departments.
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LOUISVILLE. ICY. FOR THREE HUUDR.rll AND FIFTliliN PATIEHTS. JULY 1946 -JANU),RY 1947
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LlNGTH OF HOdfITAL 5T.\! FOR. ~CT.m DIAGNOJTIC GROUPJ OF PATIl!:NTS AT
LOUISVILLE GEN~AL H03PITAL JULY-AUGUST 1946 C(IQ'ARED 'lITH
PATImTS IN VOLUNTARY AND AIlJNI,:::IPAL H03PIT.u.S IN
a
Nll:' YORK CITY 1933

I"

TABLE 4

New York Patients
(Routinely Di.charged)

Premat~re1y

Ro~tiDe1r

Die charged

Di.charsed

Hernia

14 to 28 days

14 day.

1 dayb

Appendiciti.
(acute) with
operation

8 to 30 days
tor 93~ot pts.

8 2/3 day.

1 to 14 days
tor 82~ ot pta.

no patients
in either

without operation
Fract~es,

leg, hip

/,

Louis.il1e fatient. (A.erage)

1 to 7 days - 33~
8 to 14 days - 16~
15 to 30 days - 16i~
31 to 60 days - 1a~

witho~t

operation

st~dy gro~p

7 day.

Fracture. of arm,
wrist

1 to 7 days - 57~
8 to 14 days - 16.6~
15 to 30 days - 14.8~
31 to 60 days - 8%

6 2/3 days

3 day.

Fracture. or skull

1 to 7 day. - 13t~
8 to 14 days - 19i%
15 to 30 days - 62~
31 to 60 days - 12t~

1 1/2 days

6 1/6 day.

Osteomyelitis

1 to 7 days - 27~
8 to 14 days - lS~
15 to 30 days - 21~
31 to 60 days - 15~
o.er 60 days - 19%

Hemorrhoid.

1 to

7 day.

-

41%

4 day.

b

8 to -14 day. - 45%
15 to 30 day. - 1%
31 to 60 days - 9~
oYer 60 days - 2%
Genito-urinary
dist~bance.

1 to 1 day. - 27%
8 to 14 day. - 25~
15 to 30 days - 25%
31 to 60 day. - 15"
onr 60 days - 91-

31 1/2 day.

26 1/4 dar.

aThese averag •• are taken trom tablas in Vol. II, New York "e1tare COUDCll,
Hospital Di.charge St~dx. 1943.
bAverages so marked reter to a "gro~ping" of only one patient.
cThie a.erage is for patients with proctolOgical diagnose., inc1ud1D&
hemorrhoids, and refers to a gro~p of ti.s patienta.
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IV. PATIENTS KN(JmJ TO SOCIAL SDVICE AND HEALTH MINClIS

The one hundred patients in the study group of prematurely discharged patients were cleared with Social Service Exchange for registrations of health and social agencies in the cOlllllunity.

Figures 4, 5, 6,

and 7 show the frequency with which certain agencies were consulted or

withwhieb their services were used by our patients.

No similar study

was made of the one hundred patients routinely discharged.
In

tabulating the results of this part of the study a division was

de between those patients known to social service or health agencie"
after 1945, 1946, and 1941 and those who were known only in earlier year,,_,
Figure 4 of this appendix contrasts patients known prior to 1945 but not
since 1945 by type of agency, those patients' families known to he'alth
agencies, and those known to welfare agencies.

These figures show fre-

quency of registration of various agencies rather than the per patient use
of these agencies because many of the patients .ere known to several
agencies.
Both health and welfare agencies are divided for the purposes of
graphing their registrations into sub-heads by function of the agency.
Those agencies giving primarily relief and assistance or fulL care (as in
the case ot institutions like General Hospital and Home for the Aged and
Infirm) are dissimilar from those agen,cies whose functions are primarily
to render specific and limited service to the general cODlllunity.

These

service agencies included public health nursing services, visiting nurse",
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health clinics, the Social Service Department at General Hospital, and
many private agencies rendering case work service such as Legal Aid
Society or tamily service.
On the whole, service agencies helped the patients more trequently

than did relief agencies or institutions giving full care.
such as family service organizations and

ch1~dren' s

Sane agencies

agencies had combined

functions of relief and serTice.
Of the one hWldred prematurely discharged patients, twenty-seven
per cent were not known to any social or health agency at any time.

This

would illustrate that group ot medically indigent patients who are norlly selt-reliant and self-supporting members of the community until ill
ness strikes.

They are not usually able to purchase expensive medical

care and were eligible for public medical care.

It is interesting that

of the one hundred patients thirty-seven per cent were known prior to 1945
but were not known to health or welfare agencies atter 1945.

This gives

of sixty-tour per cent of the prematurely discharged patients who
aged on their own resources without help even from a service agency in
he fact of their illness and premature discharge.

This indicates practi-

cally a two-thirds majority of patients prematurely discharged who were
self-sufficient and depended on the community only tor the provision of
ergency medical care through the public hospital.
Only thirty-six per cent of our patients prematurely discharged
known in 1945 and 1946 and only eight per cent of this group had any
learings since July 1946 when the period of this study ot premature disbegan.

Therefore, we would conclude that premature discharge

as not a factor in causing registration with social or health e.gencieliJ.
Of the patients studied there were no increases that could be primarily
shown to be due to premature discharge.
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